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FIREHOUSE BURNS: N. Y. GAYS
SEEK NEW HOMES
by Tom Hurley
According to Ormiston, CAA will move its
Early last Tuesday morning, October 15 ,
offices and meetings to Man's County, a
a fire ravaged the Firehouse, home of New
bath house. Another church, St. John's on
York-'s Gay Activist Alliance since 1971
the Hudson, will sponsor a fund-raising
and a meeting place for other area gay ordance for CAA. Burke actually saw some
ganizations. The arson was considered by
good coming out of the fire: "CAA seempolice to be a cover-up for a burglary of
ed so close to the point of dissolving. Now
much of the GAA's audio and visual equipit seems like the fire may be a rallying
ment.
point," said Burke, adding that financial
According to CAA member Paul Burke,
pledges have already started coming in,
neighbors noticed lights on at 2:00 a.m. in
and many people have called to express
the bright red building, located at 99 Wootheir concern.
ster Street, Manhattan. At 2:30 several perThe LFL has not fared a~ well. While
sons were seen coming out of the Firehouse
the lesbian group plans to hold its general
and driving away in two cars. At 3 :00 the
meetings and special Sunday programs at
observers saw a fire in the building and at
the New York City Women's Center, th·ey
4:00 authorities notified CAA leaders.
have not yet found a place large enough for
An examination after the fire revealed
their popular dances. A spokesperson for
that sixty percent of the building was damaged, enough for the Fire Department to
LFL explained that this is the group's chief
condemn it. Fire inspectors discovered deconcern, because the dances w.ere a major
social event for women unable to afford
posits of charcoal lighter fluid, wood alcoentertainment at the bars. The spokeshol, and gasoline on the upper floors. Eight
_
Photo by Dennis Brady
person made it very clear, however, that
separate fires had been started on the secPrize winners at the D. 0.B. Masquerade dance, from right to left, are: J st prize, Darius
ond and third floors . Office areas were gutLFL activities will not stop because of the
Dappletree; 2nd prize, Ian Johnson; 3rd prize, Dale.
See story page
3
fire.
ted and office machinery totally destroyed.
Stolen were an amplifier, two turntables.
Dignity chairperson Augie Loureiro told
speakers, and other equipment from the
·
GCN that his organization held its WednesFirehouse 's first floor discotheque. Burke
day meeting at the Washington Square Meestimated the value of the equipment at
thodist Church. The guest speaker, scheduled before the fire, was Father Daniel Berbetween six and ten thousand dollars. Gary
Orminston, secretary and acting spokesrigan, the Roman Catholic activist. Dignity's next meetirlg will be held at St. John's
person for CAA since former president
Episcopal
Church, but St. Anthony's RoMorty
Manford's
resignation
last
.week,
estiNew York- The National Task Force on based at the San Francisco offices of the
mated
total
damage
man
Catholic
Parish is considering opening
at
between
fifteen
and
Gay People in the Church has announced
Council on Religion and the Homosexual ,
eighteen
thousand
dollars.
its
doors
to
the
gay group . As Oureiro
plans for a national consultation to coinInc., will coordinate a campaign to "publipointed out, the fire had another positive
Burke said that GAA's membership lists
cide with the March, 1975 session of the
cize the existence and activities of gay
result: "It did help us in the sense that at
and other records were spared. He also exNational Council of Churches' Governing
groups presently functioning in 12 denomleast one priest has extended his services."
plained
Board.
that
the
organization
had
no
insurinations, provide assistance to MetropoliLoureiro
compared the favorable attitude
.
ance
and
is
currenily
seeking
donations
to
Attendance at the consultation will be
tan Community Churches seeking memberof St. Anthony's pastor with the negative
limited to gay persons currently involved
ship in local and regional councils of church- help continue its activities.
attitude of the New York Archdiocese in
Neither police nor CAA and the other
in gay liberation activities within mainline
es, and mobilize support for gay seminarians
general.
The Archdiocese was very active
denomination, including the Roman Cathorganizations
have
any
leads
on
the
suspects
wishing to affirm their sexual orientation
in defeating Intro 2, the New York City
olic Church.
as of yet. Burke noted, however, that "it
before requesting ordination."
gay rights bill.
Plans for the consultation coincided
seems suspicious they knew where everyAsked about media coverage of the fire,
thing was_; they had keys." Ormiston was
with announcement of an increased organizBurke reported that the ABC and NBC afing effort by the gay task force, an effort
skeptical about the depth of police concern,
filiates and two independent stations carwhich will include three regional confernoting that the Department had assigned
ried brief accounts, while the CBS affiliate
ences for gay seminarians, increased suponly one detective ro the case.
ignored the fire. The NEW YORK TIMES
The Firehouse, a meeting place for the
port for ecumenical recognition of the 71
had an article but the best coverage, accordGay Catholic group Dignity, the Lesbian
congregations belonging to the predomining to Burke, was a second page story in
antly gay Universal Fellowship of MetroFeminist Liberation Group (LFL), as·well
the NEW YORK POST. Others interviewed
politan Community Churches (MCC), and
as CAA, wa's purchased and completely renfelt
that media coverage was not as extenattempts to publicize and support the work
ovated
in
1971
by
many
gay
New
Yorkers.
Prior to the consultation scheduled for
sive
as it could have been. The spokesperof denominational gay caucuses.
Formerly
a
real
firehouse,
the
redesigned
Chicago, March 4-7, three regional meetings
son
for
the LFL noted that her group was
The National Task Force on Gay Peostructure
housed
a
discotheque
on
the
first
of gay seminarians will be held to facilitate
not
mentioned
at all by any of the media.
ple in the Church was created in Septemfloor,
_meeting
lounges
on
the
second,
and
organizing within theological communities.
of financial aid have been
While
pledges
ber, 1973, as a resource to denominations
offices
on
the
third.
The
basement
containThe meetings will be hosted in the East by
·
made
to
CAA,
Ormiston
emphasized that
and to the NCC Governing Board.
bar
and
another
room
used
for
selfed
a
the Gay Caucus at Union Theological Semdefense
classes.
At the same time, the task force said it
more money is still needed. Anyone interinary in New York, in the Midwest by Chiis establishing a new, nationwide, interdeGroups using the Firehouse have found
ested in helping CAA should send contribucago Gay Seminarians and Clergy , and in
temporary locations for most of their acnominational communication network and the West by the Gay Caucus of the Gradutions to Gay Activist Alliance, Box 2 Vilis enlarging its membership.
tivities. A local Methodist Church offered
lage Station, New York, New York 10014.
ate Theological Union of Berkeley. Dates
its services to CAA for last week's meeting.
The communications network to be
for these sessions will be announced later.

GAYS MEET NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF CHURCHF.S
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MAINE LINE
by Sturgis Haskins
PORTLAND - The second issue of the
Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter is now
available. Reception in the state's Gay community has been extraordinarily positive.
The Newsletter, under the competant direction of Susan Swain, contains twelve pages
of news, essan, poetry and an expanding
assortment of personal ads. Subscriptions
are available via P.O. Box 4542 in Portland
for a modest three dollars (first class) and
two dollars (second class). First class subscr~ptions are mailed in a plain envelope.
+

+

+

ORONO - It has been brought to the
attention of the Wilde-Stein Club that the
Personal Health form, which classified University employees must fill out after they
have been hired, contains the que'Stion, "Do
you have homosexual tendencies?" Chair•
person Steve Bull has scheduled an appointment with Mr. Keene of the Personnel office to protest this injustice and to demand
the removal of the questio~ from employee
forms. Bull has already met with Dr. JoAnn
Fritche, head of the school's Equal Opportunity Office, to discuss the matter. She
was reported as sympathetic.
Chairperson Bull has been invited to
appear with Dr. Bruce Voeller and Dr. Howard Brown, of the National Gay Task Force,
in a panel discussion at the November 29-30
na.tional conference of the Gay Academic
Union in New York.
The Wilde-Stein co~stitution is scheduled
to be reviewed by the Student Senate for
permanent approval as a campus organization. The Club has requested Community Action status that will give it more leeway to work outside the University and make
it eligible for additional funding.
Final approval is expected to be perfunctory since three officers of the Club are
members of the Senate.
W-SC Treasurer Karen Bye and Secretary John Frank have resigned for personal
reasons. Bye is moving to Brunswick. Doctoral candidate Susan Henderson was elected Secretary-Treasurer in their stead.

+

+

+

BANGOR - A Gay woman minister is
scheduled to hold 7 p.m. Sunday services
Save this ad for 10% Courtesy Discount -

LESTER'S T. V.
: TY /1½.!)Iq/f~ONO_S/fll FJ.LCO.LOR
Expert.Repair+ New f. Vs & Stereos

_ '

·-at lowest prices ANYWHERE! We also
buy and sell used T.V.s. 011tside Antenna
.llistallJ1.tions lUI!~~ialty: Ma.sS- Techn. Lie. 981,
· "Old fashioned service at an honest price" - ;
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
15 Rever~ St.(co~.G~rden) Bc~.Hill S.23-2187

at Gay Support and Action's Community
Center at 23 Franklin Street. Should they
prove successful the services will be instituted on a permanent basis.
+
+
+
San Francisco gay groups turned out in
AUGUST A - The Maine Civil Liberties
large numbers to protest the WELBY epiUnion met in August on October 12. Inclusode, "The Outrage." Demonstrations at
ded on the agenda was a .discussion of the
ABC-TV's studios brought public attention
proposed revision of the State's criminal
' to ABC's biased programming. Groups parcode. Several mbills are expected to be intro• ticipating included The Metropolitan Comduced into the legislature early next year
munity Church, Gay Activists Alliance,
designed to replace a number of antiquated
and Achvah, a Jewish gay organization.
laws including those·which make homosex· The demonstration was really gay and
ual sexual ac.ts illegal. Civil libertarians are
spirited. Groups picketed ABC-TV producmarshaling their forces to oppose measures,
tion center during lunch hour and during
the actual telecast of the Welby show.
certain to be introduced, that will seriously
stiffen existing anti-obscentiy laws.
Also. about 75 demonstrators marched

Photo by Tom McNamara

San Francisco ABC Protest
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NEWBURY NECK, SURRY - Several
members of Hancock County Gays are
interested in instituting meetings on a more
regular basis. During the past year most
activities have consisted of outings of various sorts. Those interested in the reorganization effort are urged to write Stephen,
HCG's, Box 275 , Ellsworth, Maine 04605.

+

+

on the lunchtime picket line outside ABC's
San Francisco Radio and TV headquarters.
ABC fired talk show host Stan Dale a few
days before the picketing because they said
he was too"controversial." Dale, one of the
most popular radio "talkmasters," had aire
a call in which one of his guests announced
that his wife was bisexual, and he was a
homosexual. ABC then immediately ordered all other talkmasters to cut off callers who attempted to discuss the issue. Mr.
Dale did not join the gay marchers on the
picket line.

I

i
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WELLS - Members of the Seacoast Area
Gay Alliance hosted a Gay Buffet at the
Stage Door in this coastal town. Included
in the festivities was an arts and crafts competition. Among the illuminaries attepding
was Sheri Barden and Lois Johnson , of the
Boston Daughters of Bilitus.

+

+

+

BRUNSWICK - LAMDA and the Brunswick Gay Women's Group will sponsor a
dance on Saturday, October 26 at the Pleasant Street Unitarian Church. Highlighting
the evening will be an exhibition of the quadrill by Steve and Leo. The dance begins at
8 p.m. A one dollar donation is required.

+
+
+
BANGOR - The October meeting of the
Maine Gay Task Force will be held at the
Gay Community Center at 23 Franklin
Street in the Tenants Union Building.

+
+
+
BANGOR - Members of the Bangor
Unitarian~Universalist church expressed concern recently at a church meeting over the
publicity the local Gay Caucus had received
when mentioned among organizations picketing the ABC Marcus Welby show, The
Outrage.

RHINOCEROS
WANTS YOU!·!

Boston's gay cultural radio
show wants to present Boston's talent!
If you have songs, poetry,
or other works, don't be
shy please contact
WBCN, Prudential Tower,
Bo~ton, 266-1111.
listen every Thursday evening
at 6, 15 p.m., 104. l FM

MCC joins San Francisco protest.

Photo by Tom McNamara

FLOWERS FOR A RHINOCEROS? •• ~

PREPOSTEROUS-I ll
The

Green Leaf Florists
478 Columbus Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02118 :
247-3500

BAC :__ MC - CB
DC - Am. Ex.
Flowers Wired
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12-4

BUT IF YOU MUST ••• TRUST US.
ROOMMATE ENTERPRISES
Personal, confidential service for gay women
and men.
Appointment Only

Call Linda 267-1833, 742-0681

Walter Driscoll
Registered Electrologist

Some people are content
to go to other bars and
merel·y celebrate Halloween. At Jacque's, we are
Halloween.

JACQUE,S

Free Consultations Invited

26 West St.
Boston, Moss.

Bus. Phone 426-5067
Home Phone 289-2106

The place for Halloween for
27 years.
79 Broadway, Boston
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ALL SOULS DANCE
The Daugh ters of Bilitis Masquerade Dance,
October 18, was attended by mo re than
300 people. Many people attend ing did not
wear costumes, bu t there was a large va riety
of interesting costumes to be seen anyway .
During the costume parade at the end of
the dance, at which prizes were awarded,
several people decided that their costumes
would be nothing at all and joined in the
march in their best streaker attire.
The Prize for the Best Costume we nt to
Darius Dappletree, dressed as a medieval
gentleman. Ian Johnson was awarded sec-·
ond prize and third prize was given to Dale.
The music , p rovided by the Deadly Nightshade, seemed to please danc ers very much
and all those spoken to also commented
that the dance wa s a sm ashing and enj oyable success.

Photo by Dennis Brady

news notes
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FEDERAL FUNDS FOR GAY GROUP .
The Gay Community Services Center
in Los Angeles has announced the receipt
of several grants from federal , state , and
local agencies. The grants, totaling $1 , 182,
000.00, are an encouraging step for the gay
community and cover funds for six extensive health projects. These include a Gay
. Women' s Alcohol Recovery Program , an
expanded VD Program , an addition to the
center's medical services to include treatment of all general medical problems, a drug
and alcohol abuse program , and a recovery
house. Another program, unique to the
community , will be a pilot project to deal
with problems of gay women and men in
heterosexual marriages and with problems
of bisexuals.
The Directors of the Center emphasized
the exhaustive amount of planning that
went into the applications for attaining the
grants. Applications included thorough presentations and extensive research with one
proposal actually ending up 300 pages long.
They , also, conceded that there would be
problems to face with the center's new
found affluence, but agreed that they were
working hard to maintain the center's
'•'grassroots" personality and participation
so that the ex tension of services would be
an enhanc_e ment for all gay women and men.

D.O.B. ELECTIONS

At the annual elections October 20 ,
1974 Lois Johnson was elected president of
the Boston Chapter of the Daughters of Bilitis. The other officer elected were Judy S.,
vice-president; Peggy W., treasurer ; and
Laura McMurry, corresponding secretary.
All were unopposed.
Election for recording secretary was
postponed until November 20 because of
a question as to whether all members had
been properly notified of the candidacy o f
one of the persons running for that office.

LESBIAN MOTHERS NATIONAL
FUND
F or $2.00 one can join this newly formed organization. The fund will aid in court
costs, child care costs, fo od , clo thing, and
attorney's fees; the goal being to insure
lesbian mothers from all parts of the country fair represent ation in cour t.
Money will also be raised to make possible the printing and distribution of guid elines taken from previou s court cases. Their
address is: Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund , 1941 Division St. , Enumclaw ,
Washington 98802.

OTTAWA (GO) - A planned picketing
by the Gays of/ d' Ottawa has finally persuaded the Canadian Immigration Department to meet with representatives from the
gay group. On September 11th, GO wrote
to discuss the recent deportation of John
Kyper and the sections of the In'lmigration
Act that discriminate against gay s.
After a month and no reply, GO decided
to picket the Department on Oct ober 15th,
at noon . Four days before the scheduled
protest an Immigrations official contacted
the group and offered to meet with them
on themorning of the 15th. Ron Dsiyman
of GO interpreted this move as an attempt
to defu se the picketing, which he said would
go on as planned.

GAY BIOLOGISTS CAUCUS

SPEAKERS' BUREAU HIRES
COORDINATOR
The Boston Gay Speakers' Bureau has
hired Loretta Lotman to coordinate a major drive this fall tr oolicit more speaking
engagemeHts. M Lotman' s responsibilities
will include priparing and mailing promotional materiil, following up with personal
contacts, and advertising in the media . She
will be paid $200 for work to cover the
equivalent of fonr full weeks, plus a commission on income the bureau makes above
its usual level.
"We want to take advantage of the present interest in homosexuality , before the
subject becomes passe," said Geri Bidwell,
who finds speakers fo r individual engagements. "We have never been able to get
volunteers to take on a project of this size."
The Bureau is simultaneously building
its supply of speakers. The third training
session of the fall will be on November 3 at
7:30 p.m. For location and other information about speaking call 54 7-1451.
O

Biologists need not wo rry about their
straight colleagues finding out but in some
dark corner gays will be caucusing at th e
annual meeting of the American Institute
of Biological Sciences. The meeting will be
NEA GETS WITH IT
held in Corvallis, Oregon. Further informa~
In July of this year the National Educalion is available through Ambitious Amation Assoc. added the words " sexual orienzons, P.O. Box 811 , E. Lansing, Mich.
tation" to a resolution condemning dis48823. They will put you in touch with_
crimin ation against teachers. This will serve
the organizer.
to require every state and local unit of this
vast union to defend gay teachers from discrimination in hiring firing, prom otions
and transfe rs.

Hundred Attend Noble Benefit
An ex tre mely varied group of approximately iOO persons atte nd ed the Gala Dinne r Celebrat ion of Elaine Nob le's primary
victory, held Thursday eve ning, Oct. 17th,
at the Charles St. Meetinghouse.
Supporters of the Noble campaign, including Fenway community residents, gay
community supporters, members of the
Meetinghouse Church Board, and representatives of the media dined on a tremendous
buffet incouding such delicacies as boiled
lobster, roast beef, turkey , clams, and capon.
Sponsored by the Committee to Elect
Elaine Noble, hosts for the evening were
the Rev. Gibson and Steffi Sommer from
the Meetinghouse, and James Slattey and
William Fahey, professional caterers, who
volunteered their services fo r the benefit.
National and local media covered the
event, with Norm G!uboc, CBS-NY Associate Producer, filming fo r national post election coverage , and Marlyn Sal inge-r of Boston' s WNAC channel 7 filming fo r news

Elaine Noble (center) and hosts; on left, Rev. Randy Gibson, and right, Ms. Steffi Sommer.

coverage du e to be aired Wednesday .
Introdu ced by Rev. Gibson as an example of the "coming-of-age" of the gay
liberation movement , Noble stressed in her
impromptu speech the symbolic and actual
coalition which is the core of her campaign.
Noble expressed it as the "fulfillment of all
people's potentials, including those who
don't presently fit into society ," using
blacks, elderly, poor , and women as well
as gays as concrete examples of those needing to be included in society.
Elaine Noble noted that this was one of
the few fund raisers that was not organized
by the regular campaign staff, producing a
most enjoyable evening where campaign
personnel could completely enjoy themselves. She termed the evening as"psychologically uplifting" for her campaign staff,
with everyone havi ng a wonderful time.
Information on the financial bene fi t to
the camp aign had not been compiled at
press time.
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EDITORIAL
somehow to serve

GCN is dedicated to providing coverage of
events and news of interest in the New England gay community as well as stimulation of
event-oriented opinion within the community.
Application to mail at Second Class postage
rates is Pending at Boston, MA.
Annual subscription rate $10.00.

Address for subscriptions, address changes,
letters to the editor, contributions, comments, '
etc.: GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
02108. Telephone (61 7) 426-4469.
GCN is published weekly, and is copyright
1974 by GCN Inc., all rights reserved, reprint
by permission only.
GCN's office hours are: Monday thr~ugh
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.; and Fnday .
through Sunday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
News and opinion reflected in "Editorial"
represent the majority view of the editorial
board. Signed letters and columns reflect the
views of the authors only. Comments, criticisms, and irtformation are always welcome
from our readers; remember, it's your paper.
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We're beginning to get the feeling that
people reading the paper forget that we're
just little ol' human beings with problems
we can't solve and frustrations we can't
unwind. We think sometimes that readers
see us as some big machine or group of
bigwigs who should be able to answer
everyone's questio~s and needs. We're not.
We can't.
Recently we've come to realize that
there's some dissatisfaction about the paper, and we've been feeling that wonderwhat's-wrong itch inside of ourselves, tGO.
So we've been trying hard to figure out
what the paper is and where it's going and
why the dissatisfaction is there both within and without.
Originally when everyone got together
to start GCN we were all relativefy new to
gayness, open to everything, and idealistically ready to "serve the entire gay community." Then our work on the paper

as
t

a

LETTERS
Puerto Rico
Dear Editor,
Since your paper is part of the struggle
for the freedom of gay people, you should
also be aware and supportive of the struggles that other oppressed peoples of the
world are waging for their freedoms. The
same powers and systems rob all of us of
our rights, and none of us can fight or be
free in a vacuum.
You should be aware of the incredible
American exploitation of Puerto Rico,
should know that the United States is des-

·----------------------~,
The present G_CN advertising policy is as foll~ws: GCN w!1,l; not refuse any personal or
display advertising (except for legalities of
the U. S. Mail with regards to our second
class p_ermit~ although our advertising representatives will make 1t clear to advertisers
that our readers are very discerning and will
be_ offended by material of a sexist, racist,
agist, etc., nature; and such material would
hurt rather than benefit the advertiser. You,
o_ur readers, are en"ouraged to critically re~ew such r:natel")al m each issue and if you
fmd mate,nal ~biectionable: a) write GCN
and we will prmt representative comments
an,;J forward all letters to the advertisers; b)
write the advertiser showing how the ad is
offensive and how it can be changed · c) if
they refuse to change it, use your po'wer not
to patronize them and to inform others.

SUBSCRIBE
Nome
Street
City _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S t a t e - - - - Zip

Mail to:
GCN Subscriptions
22 Bromfield Street
Boston~ Mass. 021 08

see it, that means covering all sides-not
just the political/ movement/ activist
things, but events and problems that are
important to all other parts of the community as well. It means that we really do
want to hear your ideas and criticisms and
suggestions. It means that we're likely to
excite you one week and offend you the
next, It means that if you are gay, no matter how you define it or live it, this is your
newspaper.
Since we are a newspaper, then we can
only serve by letting the gay community
know each other in all the vast differences
and varying opinions. Simply stated, we
are a vehicle of communication to let you
see who is out there with you and what
they are doing. We are not trying to create
the community nor call the shots; we are
only letting you view what they are. Our
human scope, though, is limited, so you
have to let us know who you are and what
you are doing in order for us to be able to
let others know.

p

-------------------------

[ J · 10 weeks $2.SO

brought us heavily into involvement with
"the movement" and slowly, unconsciously, our own scopes narrowed. And since
the newspaper is so much a personal extension of each of us, because of our love for
it, we took it with us as we moved into a
political frame and its scope narrowed, too.
So while getting more and more political
and trying hard to make the paper more
professional. we have suddenly realized that
it lost the ptrsonal flavor and openness
that were originally there. Maybe that's
the problem; we're not sure exactly, but
that's how we see it now.
And so we get back to the old "serving
·he entire gay community." What is the
gay community? And what does serving
mean? Does it mean we have to be able
to please everyone all the time? We don't
think so, and, anyway, it would be ridiculously impossible. But we do want somehow to serve the community and, as we

[ i \~5 weeks '$5.00

[ ] ' 52·weeks 10.00
Renewal D

Enclose check or money order payable ta
"GCN." Do NOT send cash through t~e mail.
All copies sent in sealed, no-peek envelope.

Any amounts in excess will be considered donations, which are greatly needed and apptec~ed.

J

troying the land and is actually deliberately forcing the people of Puerto Rico to
leave their country .... You have no right
to carry an ad and to sponsor a cruise to
Puerto Rico and at the same ti.me think of
yourselves as people dedicated to human
freedom and dignity.
No matter what your own politics may
be, no matter that the politics of your
readers vary a great deal, an issue of oppression- much more severe, in fact , than
the oppression we face as gay people- is
involved . ..
Since you did print that ad, you should
also tell people about the Rally at Madison Square Garden (October 27th) for the
suppprt of the independence of Puerto
Rico ... It is your responsibility to do this
and to right the wrong (however small it
may seem to you) you have cione to the
Puerto Rican people in their struggle.
Sincerely,
Pinny Jacobs
[Editoi-ial Note: For more information
about the Puerto Rican struggle or about
the Rally write to Committee for Puerto
Rican Decolonization, Box 1240, Peter
Stuyvesant Station, New York City 10009.
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r eWelby
Dear GCN,
I was able to watch the Marcus Welby
"Outrage" program (via Chan. 9, N.H.)
Perhaps other Boston area residents picked
the show up also.
I think it is important that the Gay
Community realize this show made a stray
statement disclaiming any necessary connection between homosexuality and child
molesting. The police lieutenant distinctly
said "No, the man who did this is not a
homosexual, he is a child molester, a
pedophile. He is usually a man married,
middle-aged, with children, who has a
lousy life and a lousier sex life."
Despite this disclaimer, the show did
cast a certain ne._gative shadow on homosexuals, mostly oy innuendo. Also it
downgraded women by implying that the
sexual assaulting of a boy is more of an
"outragy'' than a similar sexual assaulting
- rape - of a girl. The show appeared to
have a bias against sexual experience of
any sort; When Marcus Welby said the
boy probably felt tainted, I got the impression this taint was because of sexual (not
homosexual) encounter at such a tender
age. At the same time, the boy - a tall,
lean, muscular 14 - didn't seem all that
young.
But the worst inferences about homosexuality came from the boy's father who
fretted that this might have happc;:ned because he hadn't been a strong father figure.
He feared the boy had willingly engaged in
se)(, with the other male. He was told to
give his son "the benefit of the doubt" and
that Ted was "a good boy." The implication
was, of course, that a "good boy" would
not engage in homosexuality or sex of any
sort.
Maybe next year when Ted has fully
recovered we'lLsee a show in which a 15year-old "good boy" and a "good girl"
present society with a more acceptable
problem.
Lois Hurst
Boston
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Qear GCN,
In response to your appeal for protests
of the Welby show, I have sent off the following letter to all Welby sponsors. Thought
it might encourage others to do so also ...
At any events, keep up the good work.
I am writing to protest the recent showing of the Marcus Welby program, "The
Outrage". Though the policeman in the
script denies that the rapist is specifically
homosexual, I have no question in my
mind that the show itself is clearly against
gay people. The program is designed to
capitalize on its serysational plot. Why else
choose to make the victim a boy but for
the fact that his violation is so much more
dramatic-because unusual-than the rape
-o·f a girl? Moreover, if the object was truly
to establish the contention that such rapists are indifferent to the sex of their victims, why not specify that the second victim was a girl, thereby corroborating the
policeman's analysis?
I do not doubt that sex offenders such
as the one depicted on the show exist,
though statistically the violation of young
women exceeds that of men. What I find
particularly offensive, however, is that at
a time when'so few positive images of gay
people appear on TV, you choose to sponsor a show that feeds the predominant
homophobia of your audience. I fear that
my protest will do'little to change your
policies. Nevertheless, I will boycott all
advertisers of that Welby show and urge
my friends to do likewise.
Forgive the anonymity of this letter,
but because of the criminal status of homosexuality in many states, I cannot afford to
sign my name. Programs such as "The Outrage", I fear, will not hasten the day when I
can do so.
Very truly yours,
A concerned homosexual

Mescal-button
(Lop_ho,Phora willia~i•J. One
third natural sue.

but vote
Dear GCN,
Gay people of Boston should not be
misled by the candidacy of Joseph P. Cimino. The attitude of some people is why
bother to vote, "They are both pro-gay so
what's the difference?"
There is a very big difference. First of
all, after the progress made by Elaine, any
candidate would be foolhardy not to be
pro gay rights. Secondly, there is no way
that Mr. Cimil)O could be the eloquent
. spokesperson for gay people that Elaine
Noble would be if elected.
Gay people of Boston must be very careful that they don't let the success of winning the nomination overbuild their confidence so that the election is lost.
You really have a great paper, thanks!
Sincerely yours,
Jack Bottomly
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WHEN MAKING SUBMISSIONS TO GCN
... When submitting articles or manuscripts to GCN for publication, please send I
copy typewritten, double-spaced and using
a SO-space line. If you wish your original j
manus'cipts to be returned, please enclose I
a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Otherwise, we are unable to return material submitted.
1
~--••••••-------""'"' _____ ._
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Editor:
While the Charles Street Meetinghouse
Coffeehouse exists for the pleasure of all
people, it serves a particular need of the
Boston area gay community-to be a cafe
where gay people can feel comfortable in
a supportive atmosphere.
For a variety of reasons, many members of the gay community have not supported the cafe at the Meetinghouse. Yet
in order to continue to function, the Meetinghouse Cafe needs the business of the
gay community and needs the volunteer
services of some of the community's women and men. Over recent months, there
has been a decline of both business and
volunteer efforts.
Presently, a group ofus are trying to
rejuvenate the Meetinghouse Cafe, but we
need more help. We need the help of people who would like to wait on tables and
to aid in the general upkeep of the coffeehouse. J,n essence, the Meetinghouse Cafe
will not survive if it docs not obtain the
support of this community.
Suggestions are welcome as to how to
better serve you. Already some changes in
the menu are planned , and the coffeehouse will undergo a facial uplift of sorts.
If you have some time to v~lunteer,
please call. lf you have suggestto~s to.
~1ake, call_ or drop us a note_- Lets rev1taltze and reJuvenate the ~eetinghouse Cafe!
Joe Martm
Charles Street Meetinghouse
BoS t on, 523-0368
also, 44 Chestnut St.,
Boston, 723-3173

The Gay Cruise-Aider
an annotated listing of bars, baths, bookstores, calligraphers, campsites, candlemakers, jewelers, movers, photographers, piano tuners, pizzarias, restaurants ...
people and businesses serving the New England Gay Community.
The Gay Cruise-Aider originally appeared in GCN as a five-part ·series. It is
currently being revised, updated and enlarged, to be reprinted in late October as
a separate, convenient gay directory.
In the meantime, a limited number of back issues of GCN , containing the
original Gay Cruise-Aider series, are available at the GCN office for 25 cents each
or by mail tor 35 cents each (entire series of 5 parts, by mail, for $1.50). All mail~d
in a sealed envelope. Specify which issue(s) you want:
quantity
Part

a:

Boston-Cambridge (GCN No. 1-42) {reprint of CruiseAider only; complete issue of GCN has been sold out) _ _ __

Part 2: Northern New England-Vt., N.H., Me. (GCN 1-45)
Part 3: Provincetown {GCN 1-48)
Part4: Suburban & Rural Massachusetts (GCN 1-52)
Part 5: Southern New England-Conn., R.I. (GCN 2-3)
Nome _ _ _ _ __ __

_

_ _ _ __

St,.eet _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

City __

_

_ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __

clip and mail to:
GCN/GCA

22 Bromfield Street
Boston, MA 02108
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POLITICAL ALTERNATIV ES
The S.W.P. in 1974
by David A. DeNeef
ments have had with Y.S.A. and S.W.P. memThis is the first in a series of articles debers."
political
the
of
some
investigate
signed to
Most of the incidents to be discussed here
alternatives open to gay people aside f rom
took place about three years ago:
going to the polls every fall and choosing
I talked to Gail King, fonner president
(as is often the case) between Tweedle Dum
of the Boston chapter of the Daughters of
and Tweedle Dee.
The territory I hope to cover will involl'e Bilitis. Gail has also been active in Boston
area feminist groups such as Cell 16. Female
political alternatfres designed to produce
improvements; including, though by no means Liberation, and the Mass. Women's Political
Caucus. She worked with people from the
exclusively concerning, the reform of laws
Y.S.A. and the S.W.P. in all of the aboveand social attitudes toward homosexuality.
mentioned groups.
Despite this week's subject, these articles
She outlined what she called the "stanare by no means just for "radicals". f In
<lard tactics" used in S.W.P. bids to control
fact, we should usually be able to shy away
organizations.
from all such shallow and worn-out termMs. King said. "it usually began with the
inology).
presence of a person or per.sons in the group
If you're not very familiar with alternawho did not make clear their association
tive political organizations. you might not
with the S.W.P .. . they would report back
realize that the Socialist Workers Party has
been around since J929 . This party was very everything that went on at our meetings and
ac tive and got a respecta ble number of v.otes. eventually come to our meetings wi th a 'plan
· of ac t ion' that was laid out a t the S.W.P."
in this area at least, during th e politically
When I asked h er whether this was an
activitheir
ch arged late six ties. Although
assumption or conc rete info nnation , sh e
ties seem to have declined a bit rece ntly,
said that most of her info rmation came fr om
they are still quite active and h ave c andipeople who had " gone in " [to the S.W.P.]
dates on this November's ballot : For Gov·
and "come back out again."
ernor, Donald Gurewitz ; Lieutenant GovShe was annoyed by what she considered
ernor, Ollie Bivins; and Attorney General ,
constant deception and said that , "Honesty
Jeanne Lafferty. Running as write-in canisn't a pa rt of ath(eving their goals." She
dictates, are Randi Dolph and Jeannette
saw those goals as being, " Control of the
Tracy Bliss, for representative of the 8th
and 9th Congressional Districts respectively . structural part of the organization. If the
These people are the hard core thing, and people who do the typing and xeroxing and
stuff like that don't like what you are doing
as avowed "communists" they have been
harassed by our intelligence and law enforce- or saying . .. why , you can be virtually c rippied ." One of the things that they just
ment agencies on a regular basis. This is
couldn't tolerate at all were the consciousprobably the reason I found them to be a
little more paranoid than most groups. They ness-raising groups. • .they were just too
are trying to change election laws which dis- free-flowing."
Ms. King recalled one incident that occriminate against them and other third-party
curred while she was working with Cell 16.
candiqates.
She said that all of the .S.W.P. members of
While up until five or so years ago most
Cell 16 held out against giving financial aid
of the "party's" membership showed decidedly anti-gay sympathies, the attitudes have to two lesbian s in trouble with the law un less these women would publicly announc e
been reversed in recent years ; and today
their hom osexuality . She was certain th at
many gay men and women are active in the
S.W.P. and their youth organization , the
Young Soci alist s' Alliance (Y.S.A.). Acco rding to S.W.P. ac tivist Joan Paltrineri , the
American Communist Party can make no
such claims.
I a ttend ed an S.W.P. public meeting on
the subject of racism and the oppositio n to
busing here in Boston. I had no t been to
one of these meetings in years, but the style
was pretty much the same as I remembered.
We were drilled for an hour-and-a-half ab out
how the sympa thies of our pre sent leaders
led them to practically all ow , if no t ac tually ,
condone racism .
Even though I found m yself in agreement ·
with most of what was being said , the e ffo rt
being put fo r th seemed to be o ne o f convi ncing ( not educa tion per se, but convincing)
us that our leaders represe nt o nl y their own
best interests; an d th at the S.W.P. is the way,
the only way, to salva tion.
The S.W.P. is a big let-down for the more
creative reformer because it comes on with
little difference from any other dogmatic
ins ti tu tion. It almost seems as if every statement must be in some way tied to a revolutionary concept, no matter how tangentia l
1he relationship . This style is basically true
of almost everything that th e S.W.P. t urns
out, including their newspaper , Th e Militant.
The paper is no literary masterpiece as it is
designed to be understood by the uneducated
as·well as the educated.
Before I attempt to balance this out by
elaborating on the better side of the S.W.P.,
I am also obligated to give a rundown of some
of the "troubles that gay and fem~nist move-
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tJ,e resultant "political statement" caused
both women to receive prison sentences that
they might otherwise not have received .
When asked if she thought that the S.W.P.
had just given up on the gay movement or
had mended their ways, Gail said, "These
people have a lot of money, muscle and
power. Have you seen their headquarters
in New Y or:,'? It makes General Motors
look like a c0mmune. They're not going to
waste their time on you if they don't get
what they want after a certain amount of
time."
I also talked to long-time gay activist
;Jiana Rabenold, who painted a similar
though somewhat less terrifying picture.
Diana basically outlined the same "tactics":
"We found out later that they were all assigned to certain groups. I'm sure that they
were all interested in feminism .. .I have no
dou bt about th at. Bu t, we we re of course
really upset tha t th ey were rep or ting back
to wh at was a m ale-d omin ated organ izatio n ."
[The " we" to which Ms Rabe nold refe rs is
in relation to members of Female Liberatio n, a Boston-based feminist organization
which dissolved in February, 1974) .
Diana and Gail both talked about feeling
"used".
"We h ad to hit them over the head to get
them to admit that they were caucusing before our meetings. They said it was just be.cause they were friends; but they would all
vote the same way. " Diana hinted that she
now feels rather open to the principles of
Socialism, but still resented being "used"
during her first movement involvement. "I
didn't even know what S.W.P. was! I mean

-

I had to ask!"
Well, at any rate, plenty of gay people
(women and men) are still involved in the
S.W.P.; and they must like it. Clearly most
of the people are rather young; and the skeptic can at least rationalize that good intentions may have produced bad results. It is
difficult to assess the right and wrong of a
situation when some of the people are searching for answers within themselves and others
believe they have found what is "right" in
a philosophy.
Everyone who has not done so should
take a look at The Mzlitallt, which 1s on sale all around the city from ~trt!et hawkers. The
S.W.P. Boston Headquarters is in the phone
book; and the newspaper, with a special insert describing the party platform, is on sale
there , (fyou don't have a quarter, you can
get the insert free).
Th e S.W.P. takes, of course, strong stands
on wo rkers', wome n's, bl ack people's, a nd
gay righ ts; includ ing, " the right of gay high
school and college stude nts to fo rm their
own o rga nization ." (This is som ething which
Messrs. Sargent and Dukakis have no t addre ssed themselves tow ard.
They also waste no time in addressing the
fac t (I believe it's documented) that archvill ain Howard Hughes, in a great. .. "bipartisan spirit" made over $375 ,000 in secret
illegal cash contributions to the '68 presidential campaigns of Nixon, Humphrey,
and Robert Kennedy ; [and all the other
juicy tidbits that our liberals don't talk about] .
Also, at the S.W.P. headquarters is the
Pathfinder Bookstore with a whole host of
really good Socialist books.

-

Do the gay community a favor

I

GO AWAY!

If iust 8 more people book space on the GCN I
sponsored group cruise, GCN will receive a cash
prize . . .

Nov. 8th / 8 Days
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San Francisco / The Gay Refuge
..,
by Chet Roaman
For a lot of gay people, San Francisco
fills the promise of the refuge land. Compared to still too much ·of America, the city
personifies social and political, not just
sexual, freedom.
The gay immigrants continue to come
and a major part of the city's continuing
welcome reception is due to the action and
demeanor of the assemblies formed here.
Whatever the specific purpose of these organizations, they all eventually act to bridge
the religious, economic, social-; politicaland ultimately sexual-fields between communities and among individuals. I want to
draw a picture of them in large scale to
let you know their extent and sketch their
collective as well as individual importance.

whose activities transcend purely religious
orientations: Dignity for Gay Catholics,

Gay Meditation Group, Gay Methodist
Caucus, Metropolitan Community Church
(both here and in San Jose), Universalist
Gay Caucus are just a few.

pursuits. But the threat lurks-always. So
many political and social homophile organizations have geared their attention to offsetting this sometimes very real paranoia.
The most outstanding, the most active include the Anti-Defamation Committee,

Being gay still means being part of an
ambiguous underground, almost demand-

Daughters of Bilitis, Golden Bate Business
Association, Helping Hands Center, Gay

TOWN

The Council on Religion and the Homosexual is actively interested in breaking
down straight/gay barriers, not exclusive to
religious concerns. For example, they conduct periodic seminars introducing gay life
sfyles and attitudes to commun·1ty·1eacters.
The less people, and how they act and
think, seem alien, the less xenophobia.
Then there's Achvah, the Newish Gay Union, presently celebrating the High Holy
Days in the gay community; the Quaker
Committee of Concern, who among other
social and educational activities sponsor
study group sessions and action groups.
And so many other denominational groups

ing an underworld view of reality. Always,
there's an element of possible illegality,
potential discrimination in any gay congregation. California's sex laws still consider
many homosexual- not to mention heterosexual-encounters criminal offenses. For
the most part, these are not enforced by a
police structure that has the right and the
discretion to order the priorities of their

Activists Alliance, the Mattachine Society,
Operation Concern, Society for Individual
Rights, Wednesday Forum, Whitman-Radcliffe Foundation, Women for Human
Righ/s. This long list, if nothing else, should
indicate the concern and the alternatives
available in the community.
Gay consciousness is extending from the
purlieus of classic pressure areas to smaller,

more homogenious groups; vital, exciting
heretofore unheard feelings of individual
and group identities have surfaced in schools
and colleges. The Gay Students' Coalition
has been coordinating the efforts of student
groups from such varied Bay Area institutions as CCSF, Lone Mountain College, UC
Berkeley, Stanford and Hastings. San Francisco has its own newly formed Lavender U
offering, besides the omnipresent assortment of raps and therapies, back-packing,
motorcycle repair, and many craft classes ..
There's Join Hands, an association for
writing and visiting gay prisoners as.well as
help-housing, counselling, jobs-for excons. There's lesbian Mothers' Union
handli!tg the special p!Oblems-both legal
and social-of women who wish to raise
their children in atmospheres not presently
within society's view of acceptability.
There's the Center for Special Problems, a
unique mental health clinic serving anyone
in the city problemed with drugs (including
alcohol), gender identity, human sexuality,
suicide, or criminal justice. There's Multi
Media Resource Center and its varied program of sexual enlightenment. There's ...
but you ge.1 the point, d9n't you?
[Reprinted from Gay Bay, San Francisco]

t] .

FILM SCENE
LANCELOT Du LAC: A film by Robert
Bresson

Review By GARY JANE HOISINGTON
The age of chivalry as mapped in LANCELOT Du LAC is an episode of tragic
ignorance, of men and women bewildered
by the world, by God, responding to the
cruelty of necessity with violent and misguided diligence: sort of everybody's
storybook Middle Ages, with armored
corposes littering the fu lure sylvan fields
of the British Empire, the innocent chinking of chain-mail, bleeding knights, dead
horses, the Early Renaissance pounding at
the door of civilization. Philosophers like
Michel Foucault will testify that human
thought (and, hence, human actions) takes
dramatic turns at seminal points in history;
it's a notion spread out here in 85 minutes
of elaborat~. lyric, soporific close-shots of
knight's calves, horses's asses, an arch and
pale and downtrodden Guinevere. and
,iqually indecipherable Lancelot, a starchy
l\rthur and a plucky Gawain , all awash in
. 1 sort of claustrophobic syrup of the imagination.
The shortcomings of this film asideenough to paraphrase the person who
wrote that "a slic of life" has never been
the subject of a Bresson film- LANCELOT
is persistently interesting. The image is
virtually equal to the sound; the orchestration of the film just propulsive enough to
keep the viewer's attention shifting from
the desperate isolation of one character to

The repetition of an action ( the mounting
of the knights' horses, the hoisting of varicolored tournament flags) acts as a method
of distinguishing the shots. The film provides its own analysis, its corruption into
single bold strokes. It can be crit~cized on
that level, and easily the gestures are too
stylized. the actors too preciously frozen.
But it's the very sense of crystallization
the close-shot provides that makes LANCELOT work. The two or three medium shots
jar the movement, threaten to free the
viewer from the visual tyranny established
at the outset. The possibility of the image
"opening up" to reveal some panoramic
., overview is, by the time the first medium
shot appears, a repulsive one. The camera
returns to its format of intimate crossthat of another. That the actors speak in
cutting.
expressionless monotone shouldn't surLancelot is a beautiful act of sabotage.
•prise anyone acquainted with Pickpocket
Except for a sprinkling of predictable reor Au l!asard, Balthazar; it's probably unaction shots,,almost every image thwarts
important that none of the actors register
a conditioned expectation of the movieany great emotional range, that Lancelot
goer- waist shots, long passages where
and Guinevere look far too bored to get
mere contours of the image emerge from
their lines out of their mouths, much less
darkness, to be shattered the next minute
love each other - understaement is the key
by a scene of daylight bleached to nearto this particular Eastmancolor Holy Grail ,
colorlessness. I'm sure that in a few years
and Bresson would not be the great innosome of the experimentation that seems to
vator that he is if his most hermetic film
trouble the surface of LANCELOT will,
were marred by the gross display of belike the jump-cuts in Breathless, appear
havior so often mistaken for acting. Innatural, even bland. LANCELOT is an unstead, the immediacy of Pasqualino de
precedented film, even for Bresson. Like
Santis's camera substitutes the necessary
most unprecedented works of art, this one
expressive range. The hero of LANCELOT
will not suit everyone's taste. Like every
is the c;amera: the photography is hypnotic.

great work of art, it doesn't pretend to.
LANCELOT Ou LAC is one of a series
of films being presented as a part of the
Boston Film Festival at the Orson Welles
Cinema in Cambridge.
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WHY
By Ian Johnson

GCN has received numerous comments,
from gays and straights, dealing with the
Marcus Welby, "The Outrage" cancellation.
The majority of responses have been favorable; many offered copies of their own
letters to ABC expressing their indignation.
On the other hand, a number of responses
were critical; such as: "What's the bid
deal?" - "The show wasn't that bad." "There are gay child molesters." - "We
have no right to force censorship on ABC."
This has been amazing, especially when
letters are from gay people themselves.
GCN, I feel, must take some of the
blame for the confusion. This stems from
falsely assuming that everyone would automatically understand the subtleties involved; and thus, not seeing the need to
explain the philosophy behind the protest.
(See this wek's Editorial for an analysis of
this situation.)
As a person who strongly believed in
the protest actions, I would like to explain
why this action was important, or more
relevant at this late date, to respond to
some of the criticism.
Criticisms of, "What's the big deal,"
and; "It wasn't that bad/' are the easiest to
respond to, yet the most emotionally infuriating.
Once again our northern neighboJ, William Loeb, has come through to clearly
show us the extreme, yet otherwise typical, reaction to such media manipulation
of gay people. The rape of a high-school
boy by his male teacher is, in Loeb's view,
''the perfect answer to· those people who
say that homosexuals are just innocent
people trying to 'do their own thing'."
"This shows the terrible consequences of
allowing such individuals to be in contact
with young people." He later cites "The
Outrage" as a "gripping and realistic pictur,
which should make a lasting impression on
you." Contrast this to the ABC claim that
the show deals with child molestation, not
homosexuality, and that no one would see

it as a homosexual act.
I am not particularly concerned with
.Loeb's power over his readers, since most
are used to his harangues, and am even less
interested in Loeb's views on anything.
What does concern me is the effect the
show had on its millions of viewers. Recent studies on the power of mass media, especially television, to form society's attitudes
and values are terrifying (particularly when
one realizes that most of it is done obliviously by a few TV executives and their
advertisers). The study showed that these
people did not even realize that the program subtly, yet immensely, affected the
viewer in this way, much less how it affected them.
The question has been raised, "Well,
there are homosexual child molesters, so
why can't it be shown?" Loeb's article
(above) should speak for itself. Available
statistics have consistently shown that
from 85% to 95% of all rape cases have
been attacks by men on women or young
girls. Cases of male rape of other males, is
well below 10% (primarily in prisons),
while rape by females is almost non-existant. While shows like the recent NBC airing of "Born Innocent", showing the rape
of a young girrby other women in a detention center - with a broom, no less which NBC plans to re-run, have (like Welby) some slight "authenticity", the problem arises in the viewer reaction.
Since media, especially TV, has chosen
to consistently ignore the fact that gay
people exist, such portrayals must become
powerful stereotypes. The typical viewer,
who doesn't think that they know any
homosexuals, sees this as the homosexual.
How can you expect any reaction other
than, "Gays can't possibly be allowed
'rights', much less be teachers!"
Historically, TV has only used homosexuality as comic relief, or as a vague inference when necessary to create the ultimate depravity. Even in these cases, it is
never really mentioned, just alluded to
and unspeakable.

Lately, things have changed drastically.
Now these previously taboo subjects proliferate; gays as villianous, sick people who
kill and rape. The notable exception is the
much touted, "That Certain Summer",
which dealt with a gay father' and son's
agony over the son's realization that his
father was a homosexual. While dealt with
sensitively, the gay person was a character
to pity. This is certainly an improvement;
but are we willing to settle for pity?
Why the ci.ange? Why is homosexuality
suddenly appearing on TV when it was
taboo only a few years ago? Evelyn Kaye,
a writer on broadcasting and television, as
well as one of the founders of Action for
Children's Television, explained this in a
r1.cent article in the Boston Globe. Her
article, "TV Permissiveness or Graphic
Truth?", in the October 13 issue, unwittingly shows some alarming insights into
the TV mentality:
"Commercial TV is far too advertiserconscious to want to scandalize a large portion of its mass market. Yet it knows that
part of the most attr~ctive segment of that
market, the 18 to 49 group, is more openminded about some issues than other seg1
ments," writes Kaye.
Actually using "Born Innocent" and
"The Outrage", along with "Maude's"
recent abortion, as examples of this new
"creative programming," Kaye attempts to
show this new programming as progressive
and thought-provoking. The attempt is
indeed thinly-veiled, as Kaye herself admits:
"Ironically [? !] it's television's concern
with selling to its audience that is part of
the reason for this change. In an excellent
news special on prime time programs, ABC
news filmed a network executive promising
his affiliate station managers to deliver the
best audience, the 18-49-year-old market.
That market is the one most advertisers
want to reach, since it is the ·bulk of the
consumer public."
In her most telling statement, Kaye
)hows the primary motivation and the

imminent danger:
"The problem for 'Born Innocent' was
that it treated a previously boring subject
dramatically and effectively in visual
terms. It presented an issue in a way that
moved people. When were you last moved
by a gunshot wound? When were you last
worried about a TV car crash? When did a
dead body last disturb you on a TV
series?"

There it is! - Dead bodies and
gunshot wounds no longer sell "Skippy Dog Food", so now TV will bring
us perversion!
Sex has always sold dog food and silk
stockings, but perversion is much better.
Healthy homosexuals? They certainly
wouldn't sell, even if there happened to be
any. It's as simple as that. The validity·
is in that it disturbs, moves, and worries
you. As in the case of Loeb and the Manchester Union Leader, how it moves or
affects someone is immaterial; and is certainly not the problem of the TV network.
This brings us directly to the last major
criticism of the "Welby/Born Innocent/
Policewoman" campaigns, censorship. This
issue is more confusing; and I was at first
taken aback by it, since I personally abhor
censorship. At first, it seems inconsistent
with the rest of our ideals; but then it becomes clear - such logic· is similar to the,
"freedom to send your kids to any school,
busing/ racism argument."
Intrinsic in the abhorrence of censor~
ship is the freedom of all views to be heard,
the state or any other group having no
right to suppress the views of others. If, in
the case at hand, censorship already exists
by the TV executives' powerful censorship
of content (either no gays exist or they are
used to sell Skippy Dog Food), then any
efforts we may undertake to prohibit this
can only be termed the fighting of alreadyexisting censorship. There is no freedom
of views on television (which is much more
monopolistic than the pi:inted media, or

MANCHESTER N.H. UNION LEADER
11

There

•
IS

nothing so powerful as the truth. 11

~See Marcus Welby on T. V.
An Editorial

The American Broadcasting Company and its president, Elton H. Rule,
deserve great praise for resisting pressure to ban tonight's episode in the
Marcus Welby, M. D. series.
Every young boy, and as a matter
0f fact every young girl, in upper
'?,rade school or high school and all
oarents should see Marcus Welby torzight with its discussion of a very
1
.mpleasant subject - but nevertheless
one of which every young person
·
'}hould be warned.
This particular Welby episode deals
with a sexual assault on a young high
school boy by a high school teacher.
It presents the perfect answer to
those people who say that homosexuals are just innocent people trying
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to "do their thing."
This shows the terrible consequences of allowing such individuals to be
in contact with young people.
IF THE SCRIPT HAS NOT BEEN
ALTERED FROM THE ORIGINAL,
WHICH THIS PUBLISHER HAD AN
OPPORTUNITY TO READ, YOU
CAN EXPECT TO VIEW A GRIPPING AND REALISTIC PICTURE
WHICH SHOULD MAKE A LASTING IMPRESSION ON YOU.
ABC and President Rule were under great pressure from homosexual
organizations and permissive "liberals" from all over the country to
cancel this particular episode. With
the exception of the Philadelphia,
Boston and Lafayette, Louisiana stations of ABC, this newspaper is not
aware of any others who have can-

FIGHT

Daniel Webster

Tonight
celled.
It is a shocking and disgusting 'fact
that these TV stations decided that
they knew what was best for their
viewers to see, rather than allowing
the viewers to make their own judgments.
WE PRAISE MANCHESTER'S
CHANNEL 9 FOR SHOWING THIS
FILM AND FOR REFUSING TO
BOW TO PRESSURE.
ABC HAS PROVIDED A REAL
SERVICE TO THE NA TIO,N IN PRESENTING THIS FILM. IT MAY
VERY WELL SA VE SOME YOUNG
PERSON'S LIFE.
William Loeb, Publisher
[Reprinted from Manchester Union Leader,
Tues., Oct. 8, 1974]
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TV permissiveness or graphic truth?
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By Evelyn K!aye
Special to the Globe

tral time) and showed many of the
realities of young women herded·
, together, including a scene of the
When-broadcasters talk of "per- heroine's rape by fellow inmates
missiveness" on TV', viewers imag- using a broom handle.
ine nightly presentations of "Deep
Local stations and the netwo,rk
Throat" or newscasts generously
sprinkled with four-letter words. received phone calls and letters
But what bro.adca_sters mean is a protesting the show. An NBC
long way from that.
spokesman noted that ·protests outnumbered praise five-to-one cr'iti. Comme~cial. TV is far too adver,- cizing the show's content and the
~1ser cons910us _to want to _scandal- early hour it was aired. Praise for
1ze a larg~ port10n of its mass mar- the film came mainly from execuket. Yet 1t k':1ows that part of the ,, tives and administrators of halfway
most attractive segment ~f that houses and detention centers, and
market, the 18-to-49 group, 1s more from parents whose children had
open-minded about some _issues , run away. ·
. _,
.
.
_ than other segments. So while you ;
'.fhe pres1de_nt of the ~atlonal
•cart still find cops chasing robbers,
cars screeching around corners and Counc:l on Cnrne and Delmquenpeople of different races mouthing cy, Milton G. Rector, wrote that
cliches in predictable situations "the film could ac~ually ha~e be~n
most evenings in prime time TV , tougher. The fact 1s most JUVemle
there are a few strands of change. • 1 court judges don't have detention
centers - bad as they are - for all
On the first Tuesday of the new , kids. So children as young as six go
season in September, NBC World into locked jails where · they face
Premiere Movie aired a compelling, isolation (for safety's sake) or pos·
if uneven, film about life in a girls' , sible attack."
detention center, entitled "Born In-nocent." The. two-hour show ran
The early evening hour when
. from 8 p.m. here (from 7 p.m. cen-· the show was aired caused some
1

criticism, since ma1_1y children were ·
up watching. But right now many
adult series, which were originally
aired in the evenings ("The FBI,"
"Wild, Wild West," ·"Mod Squad")
are syndicated and rerun in the
late afternoon when many young
childr:en have access to the set.
Despite the criticism, NBC plans
to ·rerun the series later in the season, probably at ' a later hour. 'The
warning which prefaced the show,pointing out that "realistic and '
forthright" material was included, .
will be repeateq at· each break in 1
the program. ...
_ ~Permissiveness" is really not
what's happ'!ning. It's a new approach to creative programming
that's allowing producers, writers
°;md actors to deal with more than
superficial topics.
/ When a network gives two
'hours of its first week in _prime
time to a movie about a serious
issue such as detention centers, and
reaches its mass audience, broadcasting is doing what it was mandated to do in the first place.

LINDA BLAIR
... star of 'Born Innocent'
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even radio,where the individual has some
say over content). GCN was started as an
alternative newspaper, but a gay TV station?
To claim that we are censoring ABC ,
and thus misusing our power, is an illusion
and groundless. That is what ABC and
Loeb would like you to believe. (It is
ironic that Loeb stoops 'to the "it's your
right to see it" rhetoric - especially when
he is notorious for not even mentioning
the name s of New Hampshire political can-

didates because he disagrees with them.)
This rhetoric is useful for the Loebs; in
fact , to be successful they must be accomplished in it, for it gives them power.
Whether it is Loeb, ABC, or the Boston
School Committe~, it brings them power
to sell their product or get elected.
Finally, I must add that the most depressing attitude in the gay community is
the sentiment that minimizes the problem,
accepts defeat - or the absolute worst,
believes the lies themselves.

,yzygy
STANDS- OUT-

Ragtime piano Sun. through Thurs.
Mixology of your ice cream
cocktail favorites. All .in a
1920s ice cream parlour
atmosphere .

Tweed Wrap Suit by Billy Whiskers $60.00
Gauze Shirt by Roland $14.00
Silk Scarf by Banash $5. _0 0
Open every night until 9:00 p.m. except Saturday 'ti/
WARM LIGHTING, HOT MUSIC GAME ROOM INTIMATE DANCE FLOOR

_708 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.

6.:oo p.m.

where many fear to tread . . .

LEATH ERSEX!
by Allan Stewart
LEATHERSEX! Nearly everyone's fascinated by it, but very few are at all willing
to admit it. Try suggesting it to your next
bedmate and see his reaction. [Of course,
it might be your reaction, ·too, lf someont'
suggested it to you?] The usual res~nse
is absolute horror and disbelief: "You'r.e
not into THAT, are you? You don't look
like you're into S&M!" It's hard to respond
to that reaction, because that person isn't
ready to admit his interest.
The other, typical reaction is easier to
handle: "I don't dig it, but I don't know anything about it. The idea is fascinating, but
I've alwAys been afraid of trying S&M. Anyway, you don't LOOK like you're into S&M!"
At least, he is willing to admit his interest
and his fears. Maybe he is really interested,
and maybe he isn't, but at least he's willing
to talk about it. And that's something more
people should do! The incredible number
of misconceptions people have about Leathersex can be erased only by open communication.
Leathersex [or S&M, or B&D, or "rough
sex," or whatever you want to call it) has
been around since antiquity, in one form or
another. But as modern gays have become
more "liberated," attempts have been made
to push leatherpeople into a dark corner and
pretend they don't exist, as it they were
bastard stepchildren who couldn't even be
dressed up, never mind being taken out into

public.
Yet no one really knowns what someone
who is into Leathersex really lo~ks like. Saying someone doesn't look like he's into S&M
is something like saying, "You don't look
gay." It also avoids the issue, and is simply
a weak defense mechanism against seeing
[or accepting] something you don't want
to see or accept. Whether someone looks
like he's into Leathersex isn't important.
Leathersex is more a state of mind than a
surface image.
At this point, someone is going to say,
"Forget it! Everyone knows ALL Leatherpeople wear balck leather jackets and boots,
ride a 'chopper' motorcycle with a beer in
one hand and a whip in the other, and look
so mean and tough and ugly nobody would
ever go to bed with them. So they capture
unwilling victims and torture them into having sex."
Sure they do. That's so ridiculous it
shouldn't even have to be mentioned, but
it's what a lot of gays believe. Too many
people, even gays who should know better,
accept the stereotyped image of "fluffy faggots" and put down anyone who doesn't
seem to fit the role. But there are many
truly masculine guys who don't fit the "fem"
gay ·stereotype and don't even want to.
Also rejecting that image are the leather
fetishists [a whole trip in itself and NOT to
be confused with S&M) and a few others
who may be trying to compensate for some-

thing or other by being "super-butch."
To help sort out some misconceptions,
let's define some terms. "S&M" is sadomasochism. "B&D" is bondage and discipline, technically a sub-group in S&M,
though the terms are usually interchangeable. "Leather" is a generic term [and
sometimes an euphimism] for S&M, B&D,
the wearing of leather garments for their own
sake or its masculine image, and for an indefinable butch-masculine attitude which may
or may ·not be real.
When someone is called an "S," it means
he is a Dadist, not a slave. Likewise, an "M"
is a Masochist, not a master. Rarely, very •
rarely, is anyone exclusively "S" or "M".
More often than not, the roles may evolve
and change, even switch, during a "scene"
or in a relationship. In an on-going relationship, as in any gily pairing, one person may
tend to be the dominant partner, but that
may change in varied situations.
"Sadism" is sexual pleasure from giving
pain and is named for Donatien Alphonse
Francois, Comte de Sade, better known as
"Le Marquis de Sade." Since he spent most
of his adult life in jails or asylums, more
for being a nobleman in an age of peasants
than for his sexual proclivity, his books are
largely wishful thinking. "Masochism," the
other side of the S&M coin, is named after
· an otherwise obscure Austrian novelist, Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, whose Victorian-

c.

a

era books extolled the pleasures of receiving
pain. Neither of them were very good writers, and their translators haven't helped in
making them ~o in English, either.
"Leather fetishism," usually [but mostly
incorrectly] associated with S&M, is the
wearing of leather garments generally, but
especially in sexual encounters. It's really
the reverse expression of transvestism, with
the leather fetishist being overly concerned
with masculinity as opposed to the transvestite's concern with a feminine image. While
wearing of some leather is SOMETIMES a
visual clue to an interest in S&M, it shouldn't
be assumed to be such. More often than
not, the S&M "aficionado" won't wear leather garments except under very special circumstances, or in a situation where leather
would be considered normal.
Most gay people associate S&M with dun
geons, torture, and pain -as well as the inevitable confusion with leather jackets, motor
cycles, and Hell's Angels. They object to
the exploitation of the "M" for the sexual
pleasure of the "S," and to the apparent
impersonality of the encounter. Outsiders
complain that the "paraphanalia" associated
with S&M lessens the sharing, tenderness, am
love which, hopefully, should be part of sexual relationships.
First, let's make it very clear that the
"M" is in the submissive position because
he WANTS, even needs, to be there, not
because he has been forced. In fact, a competent "M" may very well control the scene,
because the "S" knows the "M" must be satisfied, too. By his response or lack of response, the "M" in effe.£,t "forces" the "S"
to do the things he wants which meet his
needs. Without either· one relinquishing his
role, both the "M" and the "S" will achieve
great satisfaction.
The key to a successful Leathersex scene
is empathy. More gays should be as concerned about their partner's fulfillment as are
most leatherpeople. This lack of empathy,
and corresponding concern with personal
(continued on next page)
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LEATHERSEX!
People like to believe in their prejudices,
and certainly one article such as this isn't
ego, is one of the things which disturb leagoing to change too many people's minds
therpeople most when they make it with
about Leathersex. But the eternal fascinordinary gay people. Because of the implied,
ation of Leatherscx should be a clue, at least, '
if not explicit, danger which is an integral
that there is more to it than the "fluffs"
'
part of Leathersex, a closeness and sharing
would have you believe. And the deep, inis achieved that ordinary, everyday sexual
credible peace and contentment at the end
activities can't possibly match. Certainly it
of a good scene is more than enough reward
fqr all the put-downs by people whose fears
have made them envious, and whose hangups about their own egos have prevented
them fmm exploring this open, lovely world. ~~~~
But it's just a game, then? In some ways,
HAND CRAFTED, CUSTOM LEAof
course,
but Leathersex games are of neces- ''""'·· ··"'·"'""'
THER S&M, B&O GEAR adds zest
sity honest games, not the deceitful ego
to guys' nights. Top quality, Fast
trips of the typical bar. There's a reality
delivery, Reasonable prices. Comwhich pem1eates the games, and so the replete, illustrated Catalog only $2.00.
ward, too, has a reality which far surpasses
Send today with name, address and
any reality to be derived from the silly games
Zip, plus age. Catalog mailed same
most people play.
day your request is received.
Many people reading this won't believe
it, and they'll have good questions. Others,
admitting their interest and fascination, may
have equally good questions'about Leathersex practices and the mo.res of the surprisP.O. Box 9052-G, JFK Sta.
ingly prevalent sub-culture of thi .gay com, Boston, Mass. 02114
munity . Some people may raise· various
\
objections. Hopefully, you'll express those
questions and objections. If there's enough
response and apparent interest, this first
article could lead to more articles about the
can be "rough," but there's great tenderness dimly understood but fascinating world of
and love in that roughness!
Leathersex.
Continued from Page 10
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TANTALUS

Grand Opening
Halloween Night
OCT. 31st
THE CITADEL

"Mr. New England"
to represent the

CLUB LaGRANGE
at our
NATIONAL MR. CLUB BATH CONTEST
To Be Held in MIAMI During Feb.'75
• CASH PRIZES!
•A· Week's-Vacation (Miami)!
•TROPHIES!,ETC .
"BOTH CONTESTS"
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We are currently seeking

JACK E. BELL'S
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Sun.- Nov. 24
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OUR
CONTEST
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TH (AT OUR BOSTON LOCATION)

SHOWTIME ON BROADWAY
Female impersonation for "the fun of it." Open 7 Nig~ts,
Show Nights Tues. thru Sun.

For applications & inquiries
please contact:
CLUB LaGRANGE
4 LaGRANGE ST. - BOSTON
before Nov. 17TH

Tasty Deluxe Sandwiches Served With Your Favorite Cocktails-.
FOR YOUR DANCING PLEASURE The Citadel Upstairs Lounge is
Unique.
•

22 Avery St., Boston

338-9634

(Behind the Hotel Avery)
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~CN CROSSWORD PUZZL~
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by Marc O'Connor

ACROSS

fl

1. Our lavender mascot (Colloq.).
5. To cut or clip.
10. Respectful fear.
11. Aged.
13. Erotic weapons.
16. Cathartic salts (PL).
18. Place for flowers.
19. Egyptian peninsula (?).
21. National Education Assoc. (abbr.)
22. To praise.
24. An eccentric (Colloq.).
25. Chiffon or Pussycat.
26. · To tap lightly.
28. Kind of relief.
29. To contend.
3 ~ ~ t t t i n ~abbr.).
32. Drink slowly.
34. Kind of sandwich.
37. African country.
39. Gay organization in Boston (abbr.).
41. 17th into Union.
43. Familiar tombstone initials.
44. Dickensian villain.
46. To do so is only huma11.
47. Some berths.
49. Eastern chapeau.
51. To hurry (Colloq.).
52. Prefix meaning "through" or opposed.
53. Printer's eq_uipment (Pl.).
54. South American peasants.

DOWN
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
9.
12.
14.
15.
16.
17.
20.
23.
25.
27.
28.
31.
32.
33.
35.
36.
38.
39.
40.
42.
44.
45.
48.
50.

Fallen on bad times (Colloq.).
Hrna, WW2 battle site.
Information.
American Indian tribe.
Elevated railways (abbr.).
Masculipe ideal.
Expensive fur.
Nipponese city.
Mother of Zeus.
One of the seven deadly.
To erode.
Males.
One of the holy sisterhood.
Famous male-nude sculpture.
Casals, cellist.
Pourboire.
Man's nickname, a hairstyle.
To scour thoroughly.
Lesbian poet of antiquity.
Vessel for cider.
Resident of ancient Egypt.
"Got the hots!" (Colloq.).
Leg joint.
Possesses.
Vampire, e.g.
Irish radical group.
To worry.
Artist's subject.
One (Germ.).
__de Janiero.

SOLUTION TO
LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE

We Are

INTERESTED IN PHOTOGRAPHY?

· serving Home

Every phase-Cameras . . . new, used, rented, repaired.
Accessories . . . lenses, filters, projectors, batteries, cases.
Darkroom . . · . e-quipment, supplies, gadgets.
Films . . . sheets, bulk, color, black & white.
And photofinishing-Oui:ility Black & white done on premises for 24 hr. develop & contact sheets
- 24 hr. Ektachrome.
·
We try to have everything to make your shooting enjoyable.
t
JuS

Ask ..

COMMONWEALTH CAMERA

712 Commonwealth Ave., Boston

Cooked

ITALIAN
FOOD
Open Daily for
lunch & Dinner

THE HOUSE RESTAURANT
Your Host: Tony Bosco

262-7076

Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-9 - Fri. & Sat. 'til 6

12 Wilston St., Allston
Off Cambridge St. near Harvard Ave.

783-5701

C LASS I F I E D c I ass if i e d C LASS I F I E D c I ass if i e d C LA
... apartmen s

BEG. GUITAR INSTRUCTION
TYPIST, M/F, ·must be EXTRAOR.-D~NASTROLOGICAL CHARTS
WATER BED
All types by young music student here ARILY ACC\.}RATE. About 5 weeks
cast and interpreted by gay male with
Queen size water bed complete with
in Boston. Guaranteed success, very
work typing manilscript, ·.somewhat
emphasis on one's unique direction in
GAY COUPLE WANTED IMMED!
wood frame and almost new Mark V
reasonable rates. Books etc. included.
technical, on my IBM Selectric. Don't
life.
An
aid
in
the
struggle
of
finding
Enorm 2-bedrm apt nr Pub Gdn. $235/
apply,-please, jf:you can't spell 0 1• ·folCall 536-5465 for more info.
' mo negotiable. Lg bright rms; 2 fire pl; heater. May need minimal repair. Asking ·out what this life is "all about." Basic
low copy. State-salary/hour and details
chart plus aspects $12. Transits extra.
util pd. 267-5486 for immediate occu- $75. Call eves 524-7724, Sandy, Lois.
SPANISH & GERMAN LESSONS
Classes with t:rnphasis on learning to inwith phone. GCN Box l 77.
pancy.
terpret one's own chart. Call 241-8357,
Individual tutoring in all aspects of the WORK W/G PEOPLE IN STR. BUS.
Good G~y Buttons & Books. EV.f.RYSO . END - Extra large sunny apartment,
or leave message for Ian at ¢26-4469.
colloquial & literary language by native, Loyal, sincere, honest, hardworking,
BODY'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY (The
.......... , ~
also: conversational
newly decorated, new bath & kitchen.
HCHS Bookstore) has a growing selec. groups,
,.,. translations ambitious, dependable persons Mor F
BE THE FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK
Ready Nov. 1 occupancy. Pleasant gay
& ~diting. Call Tristan 22 ,»0512.
/
tion of gay books including The Hart
w sales ability for work in gift & furnirnale(s) pref. as other occupants are same. Crane Voyages, The Male Muse iindEG·, Send 2.5c (5 for $1) plus stamped, selfaddressed
envelope,
for
your-very
own
ture,also
reslaurant. Must be strap. If
Owner occupied. 426-6025 evenings,
ward the Dyke. Many more in stocfo.t
Lambda/Boston button. Traditional
needed housing nearby loc central MA.
Dave or Kim.
on order. 419 Boylston St., 4th floof.
gay lib "Lambda," incorporating the
Cd opptv for rght people. GCN Box 219.
Open Mon.-Thurs. 6-9 p.m. Ring night name "Boston." A great conversation
NEWS EDITOR
GM 28 seeks M or W share sunny 2-br
CARPENTER to complete job, putting
bell 4 times.
piece. GCN Box 010.
. ,_
up studs, she~tTock, plywood floors.
BEACON HILL quiet neat apt. ReasonGCN is looking for a responsibie person You should be competent and reasonCamping & sports equip, auto tape deck, AIR FOR.Cit JACKET "SlZE _:: M
able rent. 723-3187 5-6 p.m. best time
for the pasition of News Editor. Must
ably fast.Mor F.' South End. Phone
piano, music, guitar, games, odds & ends, (n perfect condition-official as issuec,
to call. Comfortable place. ~ee it.
11....
t
h . t
. ·t f
uave organizational capabil'
. ities an d h an- Dave or Kim evenings at 426-6025.
household furnishings, car roof rack. Call b A' F
Y II ,o rce-no a c am s ore imi a ton dle personnel well, as well as have jour- r-_.;;.·
Lesbian Feminist looking for reasonable after 5, keep trying, 617-254-1530.
-$ 30 or best offer-owner used for school inalistic writing and editing knowledge.
.
NEEDED!!
. . .
comfortable place to live with other
·n western Mass-finds coat too warm
Paid position. For more information and Someon~, tw~ or three for d1stnbut10!1
woma(e)n in Cambridge or Beacon Hill
for Boston winters. Call 723-3173
application call or write GCN, attn:
ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS
ofGCN m Bnghton/Allston area and m
area. Please call Marge afternoons at
linda Lachman.
Cambridge area. Tues. afternoons. Small
You can't buy better: vitamin-food sup- 'R"<;tnn.
.__ ___,_ _.__.._ _ _ _ _ _ ___.commission involved. We just need you
338-8173.
plement~. personal care products, home
-~- •
• · • .. • "
to deliver newspaper to places that have
care-cleaning pro~ucts, etc. by Shaklee.
"Ob-gyn nurse practitioner or P.A. to co- agreed to carry GCN-no hassles. First
For information or e:,der~ c.,11 Linda
.
.
ordinate women's health clinic & exam- (3) people to respond will receive an all
~69-1739 or 426-4469.
1
ine patients in a family planning clinic. expenses paid tour of the GCN office in
SUPPORTERS (JOCKSTRAPS)
EtAfNE NOBLE CAMPAIGN TRUCK
Experienced preferred. Send resume to hP~utiful d,ownt9:,vn BQS,ton.
;& other eiastic goods. Men's & boy's
L -·
DO SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL
Provincetown Drop-in Center, CoordinCC~ DIS'ffl:IBUTION ROUTE:s
sizes 20 to 50 waist in many styles soon Faster than a speeding bullet, more
If
you've
always
wanted
to
paint-do
it!
powerful than a locomotive. Able to
ating Committee, Box 391, Provincetown. People for GCN distribution routes on
to be added fashion bikini underwear
Individual instruction in painting and
Mass. 02657. This is a Model Family
leap tall bldgs in a single -bound. Gay
Tuesdays needed urgently. Small com& otl\er specialties. Would you like to
drawing by activ.e painter. Call Larry
gray truck 52 Int.½ ton pickup, exc.
Planning Clinic and offers comprehenmissions; dependability a must. Contact
be on our mailing list? P. 0. Box 91,
876-9433.
. sive medical care for low:income women Marion at GCN, 426-4469.
cond! Stuart 723-1629 (617)
Welleslt.y, Mass. 02181. .

--~=----~-------

for sale

instruction -,
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CURTAIN TIME PLAYERS
P.O. Box 92
Revere, Mass. 02101
·The Curtain Time Players of Revere will
be holding auditions for adults and young
'adults to perform in a children's Christmas production comprised of two oneact plays: .THE UGLY DUCKLING by
'A.A. Milne and THE MOUSE WHO WAS
STIRRING by Lenore Morgan. These
auditions will be held on Wednesday and
Friday evenings, November 6th and 8th,
at Revere-City Hall, Broadway, Revere,
commencing at 7 :30 pm.

'"'l!ill

DYNAMIC PEOPLE OF CONN.
.
- BROCKTON-AREA
:
TOPAN~AFROMG!~AFFE . . ·_ DO YOU HAVE CHUTZPAH? ·
.
GBM 23 5'9" 135 lbs. sks other discreet ; GWM d lk 175 lb 6T' 27 masc. lkg 1 Home ~t la st - Our wori d is Just beg:t?mng Subscribe to Chutzpah radical Jewish
·
, g · g,
'
'
'· -may 1t never end, for I love you with
r
•
•
'
·
gay and bi males 18-35 for friendship. I honest sincere seeks clean, attr. GWM , all
b .
d
f
th
Wh tlnewspaper, which mclud_es and wel1 e same.
.
,
,
_
.
.
my
emg,
an
you
ee
a
.
•
•
l
w
·
.
Ch
t
ah
am new to gay scene and need fnends to 18-30 for friendship$ gd times. Send- I
d
d?
;comes gay arttc e~. nte_.
u zp ,
~njoy life. Open-mindedness and sincer-, · · desc, phone & photo (if possible) No 1 more O we nee ·
P.O.B. 60142, 1723 W. Devon, Chicago,
'
"DO WHAT THOU WILT"
Ill. 60660.
tty a must. No fems or SM please. GCN fems. GCN Box 224.
Box 225.
. _ If you're tired of denying yourself plea- I
sure, and sick,of outdated morals, begin
.
l LESB.IAN FEMI~IST SEEK~ SAME
your personal education on the Left Hand
· LONELY IN NE'Y ~-:\~SHIRE
. , Working woman m early ftfties wishes to Path. Unite. The Church of Satan, P.O.
FLA. ANYONE?
G~M ~·ashu~ 31 5 11 wants com~aruon-. me~t same who would be compatible
Box 2113, Framingham, Mass. 01701.
T
eo le need ride to Fla bet Nov
O
/ to life style,someone whdenjoys quiet - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • w P p
·
·
ship fnendsh1p maybe more No kooks
t1..
1·
d p D Cl k 10
1
- - - · ;•
18 and 22 (or so.). Please 1eave message
~-o netrep ies answere . . . ar ,
p easures such as autumn mthe country.
TO CHET OF WESTERN MASS.
for Satya at (617) 426-4469. Will help
P1ermontSt.,Nashua,N.H.889-1416.
GCNBox220.
ReceivedyourletterofSept 17 To
.h
. .
p
W.M. nice, pleasant, 6' -17 5-would like
-·. ·
wit gas, dnvmg. eace.
.
phone
you
would
be
impractical.
Please
to meet, tall, attract. sincere bi-female,
•mail me your address. I will definitely
with good figure for buss-partner. Prefer
write back. GCN Box 221.
"gal" with Scandinavian looks. But will '
/ - 4 - ~-~
-----~
. answer all, marriage O.K. Write & photo.
L.O. Marcel, 6810 6 Street, Scottsdale, ·
GAY COUPLE WANTED IMM ED!
~- Az. 85251.
'Enorm 2-bdrm apt nr Pub Gdn. $235/
FREE JOY
mo. negotiable. Lg bright rms; 2 fire pl;.
THE GAY ALTERNATIVE
Who would have thought that Tues.
, util pd. 267-5486 for immediate 0ccuGay liberation quarterly: Reviews,
., pancy.
afternoons could be such fun! Come
analysis, fiction, poetry, interviews.
help us fold and mail GCN.
New subscription rate-$3/6 issues.
232 South St., Philadelphia·, Pa. 19147 : 1-pers $175/mo., 2-peop $117/mo. ea.
Pianist/Songwriter sks. ilute, guftar _and .
I M or F for enorm 2-bdrm apt nr Pub Gdn.
cello. Also nd person to transcribe musk
FOCUS
Util pd; rent negot. 267-5486 for immed
from tapes to paper and help w arrange- ·
' A Journl.l for lesbians;put out by Bos:-· , occupancy.
ments. Please call John in Natick at
ton DOB. N.ew, exciting format.· 60c
...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 653-4362 (evenings).
. ~,
sa'itiple copy, $6.00 for 1 year. Send · Roommate wanted for Allston area. Own
· check to DOB, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 'room $82.50 mo. Quiet street. Call 782v _filJwston, MA 02116.
,, 2835 after 5 pm. Pref for Nov.

· · room,mates ·

· Pub I ications

. organizations

GAY HEALTH HANDBOOK. Basic VDi GF roommate wanted for 4-room . Allinformation for gay women and men: a, ston apt. on Cambridge or Kenmore bust short precis of ;venereal and sexually re- line. $82.50/mo. Call 787-4727.
. ------1--:----:--a-~---, lated problems published by the Gay •~~-.,..-..~~-.~•---...,_,..~
·;,, '
,c
·t· s · c te
d Femi
GM 28 seeks M or W share sunny--"'2-br
:---:-~- GCN GROUP CRUISE
GWF(S) ·tuect of bar scene see.IC other ' ommum y ervtces en ran
BEACON HILL quiet neat ap\. ReasonJoin us for the November Sth
f - ' al ( )
ff
di nist Women's-Health Center, Los Ange- .
icruise. If you're a singte, we will
pro ~ss1~n gay ~omen or co. ee an les. Single copies are obtainatle free
able rent. 723-3187 5-6 p.mS: ·be~t time
(enclose a stamped self-addressed enveto call: _Comfortable place. ee lt.
'match you with a roommate if you , dis_ ~u~sion group. ?CN
;;;; ..... B9x 222.
-ROOMMATE-CONCORD
!~ant a double cabin._ For more in,,
FRIENDS WANTED
~~el_fro::dV~Pa~phlt'2~~otf~ 4 '
~ormation write GCN,_ Box 9000.
. Gay couple 28, 34 ~ls-Bri Area.
s 1_re v ·• os ng~ es, a·
, · , Concord-Bi WM seeks 1/2 roommates
·LJ?oking. for new fn~ nd s. No sex. JuS t :Gay and Feminist Literature Resource . with together heads into good thought
i'Everybody's Autobfography (the HCHS · fnendsh1p. We are ~ick of_ b~r ~cene. No List Free! Valuable Guide in obtaining
and life and sharing. House near bus &
rd
st
-Book ore) is now doing mail o ers!
drugs o,: -~ & M. Fne ndship is JUS t our Books, Pamphlets, etc. ·write: Southern •. · train, 30 min. to Boston. Prefer discreet,
rd
For a liS t of mail o er selections please · bag. Box 199:
•
Gay Liberator, P.O. Box 2118, Boca
straight appearing GMs. Call 369-9702
send a self--addre~se.d stamped envelope
· to Every-b~d-y's Autobiography, 419
k
h GF 2040 . Raton, Fla. 33432. Self addressed and
after 8 p.m.
•GF st udent 18 see sot er
s
. !STAMPED envelope a must. Bookstores . _ _...:...______________
Boylston St., Rm. 403, Boston, Mass.
ior friend-maybe more. ·Pref person m S d
t
t t'
d t . t d · 2 GWM looking for GWM to share lat-ge •
·
~
.
a1og an ge 11s e . 7 rm f urms
. h ed apt on MBTA Cleve1~n d
medical or education field. Wtll ans a11 . en mos
th. drecen
rt r tcaFREE
,Worcester Gays come out. Join us at rsi Q2116.
1
Franklin St.; third floor. M8 F welcome.
replies. GCN Box 210.
· · ,on our II
is
·
Circle line. Own bdrm, rent $150 utils
For further info., wr;te W.G.U., Box· .
MIKRO KOZMIK TNT!
WIN MAGAZINE
.incl. Call Jim or Bob 731-9359.
st
Li en to Mikro Kozmik Theatre WCAS
'Prov. area, GWF ~S yr. lsfeheking decent e ' Peace and freedom thru non-violent
GWM 24 needs responsible roommate for
359, Fed. Sta., Wor1,;ester, Ma. 01601.
realtionship Writmg-go - orses are som
/
w B ·
G d 1 di d
740 AM, Suns 10:30-11 a.m. on Closet
al
I M b h al h
.
. 1.
.11 b
d
I action -Subscription
$7 year. IN ox '.? bt:drvom Allston :irt. oo an or ,
'METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
S
F
pace. or aur m.e on y. ay e e t - . hob_bies. All rep ies w1 e answere .
i 54 7, Rifton, N'Y' 124 71
. ___..- . :_ ~ 105 a mc1nth plus sccmi_ty. C0ntact
J>,O. B0 x 3862, No. Prov. R.I.. Q291J.
:
•
.
. ••
c, 1 ig 0r-T()nt 787 •4178 _. •
CHURCH meets for worsnip every Sun- ful if swallowed.
day at 6:45 p.m., 131 Cambridge St.,
.
--------~--- _____ _ __
- ·-·· - ·
--·
!'
Boston (Old West Church). Fellowship
LSTNG FRNDS ARE HEALTHY!
hour 8:15 p.m. Rev. Lawrence Bernier
2 GWF's 21&23 lking 4 lstng frnks - M $' Classified-Ad deadline is Saturday Noon (prior to TuesRates: $1.00 per week for the first 140
and Rev. Nancy Wilson, pastors. All
F-single & couples 2 get agether 4 good .' day nu_\,lication). _
·
. · · -.
..
· characters, 50¢ per week for each additional 70
Mail addressed to box numbers can be picked up at
persons are welcome. Telephone 523raps & going out 4 fun & relaxation50¢
per
week
for
Headlines
a
characters.
the GCN office during regular office hou~s (10 a:rn. to .
live in leominster. GCN Box 223.
•..• ----~
maximum of 25 characters. Box numbers are
'.1 o pm ~on to Thursil_o an:U..<? 6 pm Fn. to Sun.J
available for a charge of $1.00 for 6 weeks ifc
All ads must be paid in advance. Make check or mon_ey order
you plan to pick up mail at the office, or $2.00
WHEN WILL WE BE FREE?
payable to. "Goy Co~_munity New~" or "GCN.. " _2 2 Bromfi~ldi
for 6 weeks if you want the mail forwarded to
St
';
Bostan;·Mass.
02108.
Not
til
each
gay
person
does
her/~is
MALE PENPALS WANTED
you: the $2.00 charge includes the cost of
from state of New Hampshire. Must be part. If you don't have time to donate, : ln~i'ude ·a~ea code in ~II telephone numbers appearing in ad.
postage or mail we send along to you at the end
please help with money. Several worthy i Replies to box numbers should be sent to: GCN Clcssified Bax
honest, sincere, gentle and willing to
of the 3rd and 6th week. (If you want mail
Number
groups
need
help:
GCN,
Health
Service,
.
.
.
.
,
22
Bromfield
St.,
Boston,
Moss.
02108.
share tender moments. Have own apt.
1
forwarded more often, please include 50¢ above
. , Gay Media Action, HUB, to name a few .. No ads accepted by phone.
All are welcome. Photo appreciated.
the $2 charge for each additional time you
1.
Guarantee a free future for you.
\\):ite GC~ Box 21_4. __ .. ___ _
GCN reserves the right to edit or reject advertising which may
want your mail forwarded.)
result in legal action.
·H~lidlines................ ...... at SOI per week .............
Gay brother from Newport, Rhod~ Is, GWM 35 yng appear and acting 6'2"
GCN has no control over classified advertisers; hence, we
First 140 characters....... at $1.00 per week ..........
land, now imprisoned at Soledad; mto
1 170 lbs moustache etc., enjoys movies
cannot assure you that your inquiry will be answered ar that
Each additional
sports (tennis, baseball, basketball), i:iu- ·, theatre dining out drinks weekend trath~ product or s~rvice is accurately presented.
.
70 characters............ at 50( per week .............
sic (both classical & popular) and.poll~ · vel, looking for others for pos relation- i
FORWARD Box No ...... at $2.00 for 6 weeks ......
ship. Prefer Boston area age 25-30.
1 .Please circiethe'fieaaing -under ·wnicnyoil want your
1 tics. Age not important, honest~ 1s. Will
PICK UP Box No ........... at $ 1.00 for 6 weeks ......
answer all letters as soon as received.
Write Box 426, Chelsea, Mass. 02150. · 1 . ad-fo.aooear: ·
INSTRUCTION
FOR SALE
Write Billy DeWitt, P.O. Box B-34742,
1 APARTMENTS
Forwardings beyond 2... at 50( additional
forwarding ........... ., ...
JOBS OFFERED JOBS WANTED ORGANIZATIONS
Soledad, Calif. 93960.
$200 REWARD FOR INFORMTN.
Ntunber ·
RIDES
IT'S LONELY IN HERE
. leading to the arrest of Wayne A. Tiffany PEN PALS PERSONALS
RESORTS
Weeks ••••••••• -· TarAL •••••••
Gay man, 24, blond hair, blue eyes, 150 wanted on grand larceny charges. Known' ROOMMATES SERVICES WANTED
MISCELL.
lbs. In Federal prison hospital. Wants to to be alternating between Boston and
PUBLICATIONS
LOST AND FOUND
correspond with other gays. Will answer New York as actor and writer;:notify
use one box for each
all letters. Milton Milburn, 11739-116;
police on sight and write Mr. Gold, 270
10-A-1; P. 0. Box iOOO, Springfield,
Newbury St.
character or space
Mo. 65802.
Federal gay prisoner requests help from
DARE TO BE
_✓gay brothers & sisters outside. Desires
YOURSELF!!
-:;O~
...
both correspondence & funds (for legal
~~
expenses). In gay revolution & love.
John Gibbs, No. 36411-Federal, Oregon
-State Prison, 2605 State St., Salem,
..
... $1
Persons interested in concrete activities
O!egon 97310.
,for promoting a feminist and socialist
consciousness in the gay movement are
MALE PENP ALS WANTED
}
!
from state of New Hampshire. Must be 1asked to..call Ed Tynan 227-8526 or
--\\-rite
c/o
GCN.
honest, sincere, gentle and willing to
share tender moments. Have own apt. All •
are welcome. Photo appreciated. Write
,......:·~---L-E_A_T_H~E'.:"'.R~G.:E::-A".""R::--C=-A-:-:::T:-:-A-:L-::0::-:G:;GCN Box 214.
I Handcrafted Custom Leather S&M,
B&D Gear. Top quality, fast delivery.
Name .........................................................
. reasonable prices. Complete, illustrated
Address .....................................................
CATALOG only $2.00 w/ name, adFull name, address and telephone number of advertiser must
City ....................................... State ............
BIRTHDAY!
dress, Zip, and Age to: TANTALUS,
be given with each ad. This information is strictly confidential;
Surprise your friends with a birthday ,
P.O. Box 9052-G, Boston, MA 02114.
Zip ...................Phone ................................
' h9wever, we cannot print your ad without it.
NORT:fI WORCESTER CNTY GAYS
Come out to join us! at our general
meeting every other Wednesday at 8. M ·
& F welcome. For more info write
H.V.M., P.O. Box F-5, LeQminster,
Mass. .
PIONEER VALLEY GAY UNION (of
WestemMass.)welcomeswomenand
men to our informal meetings and discussions every Thursday at 7 :30 in the
hair styling salon of Lord Jeffrey Amherst Inn in Amherst (across from Grace
.Church). Join our family, a supportive
d C dl
Cal (413) 3
1
25 -2591
an nen Y group.
for more information.
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1F + 2M in roomy ·Dorchester household
· near Fields Corner seek housemate, prefer F. Lots of space, sunshin~ and plants.
Need someone who is quietly gregarious,
· and willing to work at making the place
real homey. Call Ron. or John, ◊1rKathy
at (617 ( 2&2-4977, and ~e'll arrange to
have you to sugper.

!wish
1pah,
icago,

L

/

Lesbian mothers and gay fathers. Honest-,
trustworthy gay M,I.T. student will
babysit for reasonable rates. Ask for
Stew (617) 266-7273.

WHITCH
Four women who make good music.
Lesbian Feminist looking for reasonable For booking information call Elaine,
comfortable place to live with other
days (617) 536-5836; eves (617) 665-woma(e)n in Cambridge Oi Beacon Hill . 7007 .
:area. Please call Marge afternoons at
338-8173.

services
Gay catering service guaranteed to save- .
u-money. Book your X-mas party now.
Accomodating 20-200 people. Call Ms.
Angela 524-0266 after 6 pm.

us-

GAY DATES
Gay dates is a dating
service for gay people.
· Just send a note stating your desires,
preferences, interest and physical
description. Our service is highly
confidential. $5 per introduction.
WRITE GAY DATES P.O.BOX 337
KENMORE STATION BOSTON, MA
02215.

PROF~SIONALPHOTOGRAPHY
Character portraits, portfolios, archet.echural interiors, in Bla<'-k and White
or color .. Original concepts for a4vertising 4, poster design. Full .service
photo restoration & copying. Call
BOAXLLS (2629957) or write box
J)83 C..CN
.

WANTED
More black and third world people to
help with GCN. We need your articles,
energies, and opinions. Help us serve the
whole J?av communitv.

. GAY HEAL TH NIGHT

THE LION'S DEN
Handcrafted items of distinction. For
listing, send self-addressed stamped envelope to the Lion's Den. Box 223, Merrimac, Mass. 01860.
Pianos tuned, repaired, regulated and
generally well cared for. T. Hannon
~7~82_-_18~7_8_._.•______:--...;;.,..

Wcdm:sday evenings (6:30-9:30) at

FENWAY COMMUNITY f:IEALTH
CENTER 16 Haviland Street: Boston
267-7573 General mcdical ·(i~duding
VD) for Gay women and incn . Co. sponsored by HOMOPHilt COM
MUNITY HEALTH SERVICE.
BOOK DRIVE
The HCHS Library urgently needs gay
books, periodicals, and pamphlets,
books on psychology and counselling.
Share books you have already read wifu
others by bringing them to HCHS,
Room 403,419 Boylston St., Boston.
(Ring the bell 4 times if the door is
locked.)
~~

TYPESE1TING for GAY. CO.MM UNITY
- Use our facilities (IBM Composer) to
produce your booklet or publicatio~. ·
Good rates. (We are GCN's typesetter.)
Write: GCN Box 69.
'

·

miscellaneous

wanted

Really cute baby Angora kittens. Free
and trained. Call (617) 524-0266. Angela.
WANTED-Someone energetic to do some
window washing, South End. Phone
Gays to join a meat co-op. Buy whole- Dave or_!(im ~t_42§.: 6025 -~~~r1}~g~:_ _
sale. Call Angela 524-0266 after 6 pm.

FAT
Need to interview fat and thin women for
article on psycho-politics (?) of fatness if
you Ca!\ spare an hour please call Debby
628-3870, Iv message.

l>r

sonme

MOMMY

. -

Donald P. Williams
REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
(permanent hair remo_val)

419 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON. MA.. 02116

SUJTE 607 .
(617)267-8180

PIANO BAR
GAME ROOM
DANCING

1270 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

. consultations i,ovited

BOSTON AREA

1

0

(area code °617)

Bisexual Rap Counseling Group
864-8181
Boston Gay Youth
536-6197
Boston College Homophile Union
734-7223
Boston University Homophile League 353-3635
B'nai Haskalah (Gay Jewish Group) 265-6409
Cambridge Women's Center
354-8807
Charles Street Meetinghouse
523-0368
Charlestown Gay Neighbors' Assn.
241-8357
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
227-9469
Closet Space (WCAS 740 AM)
492-6450
Daughters of Bilitis
262-1592
Dignity ABoston
c/o 1105 Boylston St., Boston 02215
Emerson Homophile Society for the Arts
Rm. 34, 96 Beacon St., Boston 02108
Fag Rag
536-9826
Fenway Community Health Center 267-7573
Fengay, c/o Thom Nylund
267-0516
Gay Academic Union
266-2069
Gay Alert
523-0368,267-0764,
536-3285
Gay Community News
426-4469
Gay Media Action
868-5729
Gay Media Action Advertising
783-1627
Gay Hotline (1-9 Tu,Th; 1-5 W)
266-5477
Gay Nurses Alliance
232-6323
Gay People of UMass/Boston 287-1900x2396
Gay Speakers Bureau
547-Vl51
Gay Way Radio (WBUR 90.9 FM)
353-2790
Gender Identity Service
864-8181
Good Gay Poets
536-9826
Hang In There Help-Line (H.I.T.)
738-04tf6
Homophile Community Health
Service
266-5477
Homophile Union of Boston
536-6197
Lavender Hour (WBCN 104.1 FM)
266-1111
Lesbian Liberation (c/o Women's
Center)
354-8807
Lesbian Mothers
354-8807
Lesbian Therapy Research Project
354-8807
Harvard-~adcliffe Gay Group
498-4244

QU!CK GAY GUI.DE

Metropolitan Community Church
MIT Student Homophile League
National Organization for Women
OtherFund Inc. (Gay United Fund)
c/o GCN, Box 3000
Project Place
Fr. Paul Shanley
Unitariilll. GaY. Caucus _
Waltham-Watertown Gays, Box 7100
Women's Community Health Center
Cambridge
Tufts Gay Community, c/o HUB

523-7.664
253-5440
267-6160

267-9150
267-0764
282-1977
c/o GCN1
•
547-2302
536-6197

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS (AC 617)
Dignity /Merrimack Valley
·
P.O. Box 348, Lowell 01853
Homophile Union of Montachusett
P.O . Box F5, Leominster
MCC Study Group of Worcester
P.O. Box 273, Rutland, Mass. 01543
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-In
Center
487-0387
Provincetown Homophile Assistance League,
Box 674, Provincetown 02657
New Bedford Women's Clinic
999-1070
SMU Gay Alliance, SMU Campus Center,
N. Dartmouth 02747
Worcester Gay Union
752-8330

WESTERN MASS.

(area code 413)

Amherst Gay Hotline
(men & women)
Everywoman's Center (Amherst)
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM, 91.9)
.Hampshire College Gay Friends
Pioneer Valley Gay Union, Amherst
Gay Women's Caucus(Amherst)

545-0154
545-0883
545-2876
542-4889
253-2591
545-3438

Springfield Gay Alliance
Southwest Women's Center
UMass Student Homophile League
Valley Women's Center (Northampton)

RHODE ISLAND

583-3904
545-0626
545-0154
586-2011

(area code 401)

Brown University Gay Liberation, c/o Student
Activities Office,Brown U.,Providence 02912'
Dignity /Providence,Box 2231,Pawtucket 02861
Gay Women of Providence
942-2094
Homophile Community Health
Service (Providence)
274-4737
MCC Providence & Coffee House
831-3773
Kingston Gay Liberation
792-5817

VERMONT

(area code 802)

Gay In Vermont
658-3830,862-2397
Gay Students Org., Box 501,
Goddard College, Plainfield 05667
Vermont Gay Women
425-2782
Women's Switchboard
862-5504
Counseling for Gay Women & Men
863-1386
Gay Male Counseling
658-3830, 862-2397

CONNECTICUT

(area code 203)

George W. Henry Foundation,
Hartford
522-2646
Gay Alliance at Yale, 2031 Yale Sta.,
New Haven 06520
Gay Alliance, .cj o lJConn Women's
Center
486-4738
Kalos/Gay Liberation Hartford
568-2656
Institute of Social Ethics/National Gay Archives,
1 Gold St., Suite 22B_, Hartford 06103

GAY HEALTH NIGHT
Fenway Community Health Center
16 Haviland St., Boston
267,7573
Sponsor~ by HCHS
Wednesday evenings 6:30-9:30 p. m.
V. D. and general medical

MCC Hartford
522-5575
Hartford Gay Counseling
522-5575
Women's Liberation Center.Hartford 523-8949

NEW HAMPSHIRE

(area code 603)

Univ. N.H. Gay Students Organization,
c/o Memorial Union, Durham 03824
' Women's Group, P.O. Box 137,Northwood 03261
(DO NOT use "gay" on any mail to this group)
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance
Box 1424, Portsmouth 03801

MAINE

(area code 207)

Bangor Unitarian Gay Caucus,
P.O. Box 1046, Bangor 04401
Brunswick Gay Women's Group,
136 Maine St., Brunswick 04011
Gay Rights Organization (GRO),
P.O. Box 4542, Portland 04114
Gay Support and Action,
183 Main St., Bangor 04401
Hancock County Gays,
P.O. Box 275, Ellsworth 04605
!'.,ambda, 7 Nancy Rd., Brunswick 04011
' Maine Gay Task Force
Box 4542, Portland 04144
The Bridge, Box 901, Roberts Union,
Colby College, Waterville 04901
Wilde-Stein Club, Memorial Union,
I
University of Maine, Orono 04473
Maine Freewoman's Herald,
Box 488, Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Indians, c/o Deanna Francis,
Passamaquoddy Library,Pleasant Point 04667
Gay Liberation Front, c/o Charlie Hamor,
General Delivery, Calais 04619
Lewiston Gay Rights Organization,
147 Park St., Lewiston 04240
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COMING •.. Oct.24 thru· Nov 6
The Homophile Union ofMontachusett
will be sponsoring their first annual Halloween Dance (B.Y.0.B.) tonight at the Heritage Gardens Recreation Hall in Leominster, Mass., from 8 pm to 1 am. Costumes
may be worn, but are not required. Prizes'
will be awarded for: the Funniest; Most
Original; and the bt:st Drag costume. To get
there: From Rt. 2, take the Whalom exit
(Rt. 13) and go 3 miles, dance on left side.
From Rt. 2A, take the Rt. 13 exit and go
3 mil es, dance will appear on the right.
Donation will be$ 1.50 at the door, or from
any H.U.M. member.

24 thurs

I lri
The Tufts Gay Community ·will hold a
dance tonight beginning at 9 pm in Curtis
Hall, on Boston Ave. in Medford , Mass. A
donation of $1.25 will be asked at the door.
Free beer will be provided. This is th e first
impor tant und ertaking for this fl edgling
group , and they need your supp ort.

A Couples' Pot Luck Supper will be held
tonight at 7 pm at the Old West Church,
131 Cambridge St., Boston: SHd~s of a
gay tour to some Sou th American islands
will follow. The event is sponsored by
MCC/Boston and is for all gay couples.
Bring a hot dish, salad , or dessert to share.

Gay Speakers'. Bureau of Boston will hold
a training session for prospective speakers
today at 7 :30 pm in Cambridge. This will
be the last training session in 1974 for new
speakers. It will involve discussion, role
playing, and fact finding. Contact GSB at
(617) 547-1451 for location and details.

The Homophile Union of Boston will hold
its annual election of officers tonight at 7 :30
pm in the HUB offices, 419 Boylston St.,
Boston, room 509. The ballots will be
counted and the results announced at this
time. All members are asked to make a
showing at this important function.

5 tues
For those of you who would vote except
you ' re a little ab sent minded- today's the
day to get out to those polls and do it!

Good Gay Poets will present a poetry reading by William Burroughs and John Giorno
tonight at 8 pm at the Charles·St. Meetinghouse , 70 Charles St. , Boston. E>onatirin at
the door for this major event will be a mere
$2.00, so come reasonably early if you want
to get in.

25 lri
Tonight will be the fourth in a series of
benefit dances for the Charles St. Meetinghouse , 70 Charles St., Boston. Dance will
be sponsored by an as yet unspecified group
in the gay community, and will begin at 9
pm . These dances are an attempt to pay for
last year's heating oil debt in order that we
may be warm this Winter. Donation will be
$2.00 at the door.

eve'r yweek _
WEDNESDAYS

12 noon-8 pm- Provincetown Drop-In Center
has these hours especially for gay problems.
Come in or call. See Quick Gay Guide.
2:00 pm- SMU Gay Alliance gay/ straight rap,
group one, Rm. 108
7:00 pm- SMU Gay Alliance Men's Rap, 2nd
floor , cam pus center
7-10 pm-MCC Health Center, 75 Empire St. ,
Providence
7 :30 pm- SMU Gay Alliance, Student Senate
Chambers, Campus Center, North Dartmouth, Mass.
7:30 pm-Waltham-Watertown Gays, meet and
" ' 1 PP , Box 7100 c/o GCN (2nd and 4th Weds.)
7 :30 pm- DCB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boylston St. , Rm. 323
10:15 pm- "Gaybreak Radio," on WMUA-FM
91.1 me. Ost and 3rd Wednesdays) ·
'

THURSDAYS
6 :15 pm- WBCN's "Rhinocerous" radio show,
104.1, Boston
7 :00 pm- Gay Support and Action Group,
Bangor, Maine

27 sun

6 -wed

Boston University Gays (formerly Boston
University Homophile League) is sponsoring a Halloween Dance tonight at 9 pm in
the George Sherman Union, 775 Commonwealth Avenue in Boston. There will be a
full bar and D.J. music along with prizes to
the best costumed. Admission will be
$1.00 at the door. All are welcome.

The Charlestown, Mass.Gay Group will hold
its monthly meeting today. Contact Ian at
(617) 241-8375 for time and other details.

Dignity/ Boston will hold its regular monthly Liturgy tonight , but the time is changed
to 6 pm so that a Halloween Costume
Party can be enjoyed afterwards at 8 pm.
There will be food and games and costumes are a must!

7:30 pm- Pioneer Vall ey Gay Union, Lord Jeffrey's Hair Salon, An:iherst Inn, Amherst
7 :30 pm- MCC Ecumenical Choir practice, Old
West Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston
7 :30 pm- Gay Women's Caucus and Rap,
UMass/Amherst, Campus Center
7 :30 pm- Gay Support and Action of Bangor
meeting at 23 Franklin St. , Bangor
8 pm- Gay United Fund, Charles Street Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St., Boston
8:00 pm- DOB Rap for Older Women, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 323
8 :00 pm- Lesbian Liberation meeting, Women' s
Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge
8:30 pm- Harvard-Radcliffe Gay Group, Phillips
Brooks House, Harvard Yard, Cambridge
9:00 pm- Gay Way Radio, WBUR 90.9 FM
12M-3 am - MCC Providence Coffee House
Evenings- Gay Rights Organization, Portland
Maine

FRIDAYS
11 :00 am - SMU Gay Allian ce lesbian rap, Gay
_ Allian ce office
12:30 pm- UMass/ Boston Gay Group, Columbia
Point, College II, room 620
7 :00 pm- Wilde-Stein Club, Univ. of Maine,
Memorial Union _

8:30 pm - B'nai Haskalah, ·old West Church,
Boston
1 am-5 am - MCC Providence Coffee House

SATURDAYS
1 :00 pm- Boston Gay Youth, 536-6197
2 :00 pm-B oston Gay Youth, open rap & meeting, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 509
3:00 pm- Worcester Gay Union Radio, WCUW
91.3 FM
8 :00 pm- Gay Support and Action, dance at
23 Franklin St. , Bangor, Maine
. I am-5 am - MCC Providence Coffee House

SUNDAYS
10 :30 am- Closet Space, WCAS , 740 AM
1 :00 pm- J)OB softball, Magazine Beach, Cambridge ,
2-4 pm - Gay Women of Providence rap, etc.
942-2094
2:30 pmGay A's" Alcoholics rap , Old West
Church, 131 Cambridge St. , Boston
4 :00 pm- MIT SHL meeting, Rm. 1-132 (first
& third Sundays)
5 :30 pm- Exodus Mass, St. Clement's Church,
1105 Boylston St. , Boston
6 :30 pm-MCC Boston hymn-sing, worship and
fellowship, Old West Church, Boston
7:00 pm- MCC Providence services, 75 Empire
St., Providence. 831-3733
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7 :30 pm - MCC Hartford, St. Paul' s United
Methodist Church, 1 Amity St.
.
8:00 pm- Worcester Gay Uni on, 82 Franklin St.,
Worcester, Rm. 31
12M-3 am- MCC Providence Coffee House

MONDAYS
10:00 am - Gay News, WCAS, 740 AM
5 :30 pm- Women's Community Health Center
open house, 137 Hampshire St. , Cambridge,
Mass.
7:00-10:00 pm-Bisexual Phone Line, 266-5347
7-10 pm- MCC Health Center, 75 Empire St.,
Providence

TUESDAYS
7 :00 pm- Gays and Alcoholism discussion at
Old West Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston
(1st and 3rd Tuesdays)
7 :00 pm- Lesbian Therapy Research Project,
Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge
7:30 pm-DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston St.,
Rm. 323
7 :30 pm-Transvestite Rap, 419 Boylston St.,
Rm . 415 (first and third Tuesdays)
7 :30 pm- MCC prayer group, 75 Empire St.,
Providence, 831-3773 . Rap session follows
:00 pm- Gay Defense League, Charles Street
Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St., Boston

~

